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1 Introduction 
This report is part of the SYNERGY H2020 European project 

(http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/199104_en.html). It is the first of a series of six 

deliverables of WP3 dedicated to dissemination and outreach. This deliverable aims at 

enhancing high-performance computing, which is the objective of Task 3.1. The focus is put 

on the dissemination of the use of large scale heterogeneous architectures for solving complex 

optimisation problems. For that, various ways are envisaged in WP3 and reported several 

deliverables of this workpackage, including tutorials, invited talks and edition of special issues 

in high-ranked journals. The dissemination in Task 3.1 is summarised in the following and 

detailed in the appendices.  

1.1 Why enhancing high-performance computing? 
On the path to exascale which is fast approaching (announced for 2022), multi- and many-core 

(co)processors are increasingly becoming key-building blocks of modern supercomputers, as 

evidenced in the Top500 international ranking1. On the other hand, plenty of hard problems in 

a wide range of areas (health, biology, energy, etc.) are increasingly large and complex (in 

terms of number of input parameters, decision variables, objective functions and landscape 

complexity). These problems are often modelled and tackled using optimisation approaches 

including greedy algorithms, exact methods (dynamic programming, Branch-and-X, constraint 

programming, A∗, etc.) and metaheuristics (evolutionary algorithms, particle swarm, ant or bee 

colonies, simulated annealing, Tabu search, etc.). Solving efficiently and effectively large and 

complex problems requires the joint use of these approaches and massively parallel 

                                                        
 

 

 

1	Top500	international	ranking	(Edition	of	November	2017):	https://www.top500.org/lists/2017/11/	
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heterogeneous computing2. This is not straightforward because several design and 

implementation challenges have to be faced to take benefit from all the levels of parallelism 

provided in these “huge” and complex supercomputers, including: scalability, heterogeneity, 

fault tolerance, etc.  Dealing with those challenges in the optimisation domain is still in its 

infancy and a lot remains to be done. Within the context of the Synergy project, we contribute 

to this not only through high-impact publications but also via tutorials and lectures, the 

organisation of conferences/workshops and the edition of special issues in high-level journals. 

These contributions are summarised in the following sections.  

1.2 Report content and organisation  
The rest of the report is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the given lectures 

and tutorials related to high-performance computing and optimisation. The associated handouts 

are included in Appendix A. In Section 3, we summarise the two special issues edited by the 

Synergy members in two A*/A-ranked journals: Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing 

(JPDC) and Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience (CCPE). Their associated 

editorials are included in Appendix B.  

2 Invited lectures and tutorials 
Revisiting the design and implementation of optimisation algorithms for GPU3-powered 

clusters is not an easy task. Actually, this requires on the one hand to master the hardware 

architecture of a GPU accelerator, which is very complex as it includes several many-core 

                                                        
 

 

 

2	Massively	parallel	heterogeneous	computing	refers	to	parallel	computing	for	large	clusters	including	multi-core	
processors	with	various	architectures	and	accelerators	(mainly	Graphics	Processing	Units	or	GPUs).	
3	GPU	stands	for	Graphics	Processing	Unit.	
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processors and a hierarchy of memories with various sizes and access latencies. On the other 

hand, as it has a SIMD parallel architecture it requires a dedicated programming environment 

(consequently an expensive entry ticket) in contrast to the standard widely-used parallel 

programming environments (e.g. MPI and OpenMP). Therefore, before coming to the tutorial 

on parallel optimisation for GPU-accelerated clusters, a lecture on the basics of GPU 

programming is necessary. 

  
Lecture on the introduction to GPU programming 
This lecture of two hours, entitled “Basics of GPU programming using Cuda”, has been given 

by Prof. Nouredine Melab in Slovenia (University of Primorska, Koper), on 9 January 2017. 

This lecture is destined to researchers, engineers and students who are familiar with parallel 

computing but not with GPU programming. The objective of this lecture is to give introduction 

to GPU programming. The lecture starts with a reminder of parallel computing platforms and 

basics of parallel algorithm design and models. Then, the focus is put on GPU programming 

using the easy-to-adopt CUDA C-like programming language. The complex GPU hardware 

architecture is presented together with its associated parallel programming model. The basic 

features of CUDA are exposed and illustrated through examples. Some complexity analysis 

and performance results are reported. The slides created for this lecture are included in 

Appendix A. 

Tutorial on the heterogeneous cluster computing for many-task exact 

optimisation 

Parallel GPU-accelerated optimisation has received recently a growing interest. However, most 

of existing works deal with regular applications because of the SIMD-based parallel execution 

model of GPUs which rises the thread divergence critical issue. This latter comes from either 

the problem at hand and/or the optimisation method used to solve it. To help dealing with such 

complex situations, we have proposed a tutorial considering three levels of complexity: (1) a 

highly irregular (tree-based) state-of-the-art optimisation algorithm (Branch-and-Bound or 
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B&B); (2) a Flow-shop scheduling problem (page 5 of D1.3) with a highly irregular lower 

bound and two other permutation problems (QAP and N-queens); and (3) a large and complex 

supercomputer with different levels of parallelism ranging from socket (multi-core) level to 

cluster level through GPU and multi-GPU levels. To the best of our knowledge, the related 

issues have never been addressed in such a holistic way.  

In the tutorial, we revisit the parallelisation of the B&B algorithms on massively parallel and 

heterogeneous architectures integrating multi-core processors and GPU accelerators. We 

provide a comprehensive description of the incremental development of a parallel B&B-

algorithm for the exact resolution of large permutation-based combinatorial optimisation 

problems. In order to highlight the challenges related to the different parallel levels of the 

algorithm, we proceed incrementally by increasing the complexity of the targeted hardware 

step-by-step from sequential to multi-core, to GPUs and multi-GPU systems and finally to 

heterogeneous clusters combining multi-core CPUs and accelerator devices. On a cluster 

composed of nine GPU-accelerated compute nodes (130,000 CUDA cores) the described 

methodology reduces the resolution time for a hard instance of the flow shop scheduling 

problem (FSP) from 600 hours (using 300 CPUs) to 9 hours. Three permutation problems with 

various computational characteristics are used for experimental evaluation: FSP, quadratic 

assignment (QAP) and the N-Queens problem. 

The tutorial introduces the incremental parallelisation methodology together with the 

underlying parallel models and explains when and how they can be used. Best practices / 

recommendations for the use of these models for efficient design and implementation of 

parallel optimisation algorithms are presented. These best practices can be seen as lessons 

learned from our experience in parallel optimisation for massively parallel and heterogeneous 

platforms that should be disseminated.  
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The tutorial has been given by Dr. Jan Gmys from USTL at the following locations and dates:  

• Invited talk for the annual seminar of the OPTMA (OPTImization: Models and 

Algorithms) research thematic group, November 22, Lille, France, 2017. The audience 

(~20) was composed of researchers (PhD, Post-doc, Associate and full Professors) 

mainly from the CRIStAL labs working on the optimisation topics.  

• Talk at JSI (Ljubljana, Slovenia), December 13, 2017. The audience is composed of 

researchers from JSI, members of the SYNERGY project.  

• Talk at the workshop on Optimization and Learning: Challenges and Applications 

(OLA’2018), February 27, Alicante, Spain, 2018. The international audience was 

composed of the participants to the workshop (~30) including SYNERGY members 

from the three partners of the project.  

• Plenary invited talk at HPCS/PaCOS’2018, July 18, Orleans, France, 2018. The 

international audience is composed of the participants to the PaCOS workshop, 

organised in conjunction with a recognised conference in high-performance computing 

field: High-Performance Computing and Simulation (HPCS’2018). Other participants 

from the main track of the conference and other workshops also attended this talk.  

3 Special issues in high-ranked journals 
Parallel optimisation on platforms including multi-core processors and many-core 

coprocessors/accelerators as key-building blocks is gaining growing interest especially with 

the “explosion” of GPUs “boosted” by deep learning and artificial intelligence. Therefore, the 

organisation/edition of special issues in international journals is following this growing 

interest. In this setting, we have been guest editors of two special issues briefly described 

below. As mentioned previously, the associated editorials are given in Appendix B.  
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Special issue in JPDC (ranked “A*” in CORE4) 

In many research works, on the one hand, optimisation techniques are used to face high 

performance computing (HPC) challenges including hardware design, compiling, scheduling, 

auto-tuning, etc. On the other hand, optimisation problems become increasingly large and 

complex, making unavoidable the use of massively parallel computing for their efficient and 

effective resolution. The design and implementation of parallel optimisation methods raise 

several issues such as load balancing, data locality and placement, fault tolerance, scalability, 

thread divergence, etc. 

This special issue, entitled “Parallel optimization using/for multi and many-core high-

performance computing” invited high-quality contributions on the joint use of advanced 

(discrete, continuous or mixed, single or multi/many-objective, static or dynamic, deterministic 

or stochastic, hybrid) optimisation methods and distributed and/or parallel multi/many-core 

computing, and any related issues. After the review process, five articles were accepted for 

publication. Below, is given the list of accepted papers appearing in this volume (JPDC, Vol. 

112, Part 2, 2018). 

1. G. Aparicio, J. M. G. Salmerón, G. Casado, R. Asenjo and E. M. T. Hendrix. Parallel 

algorithms for computing the smallest binary tree size in unit simplex refinement. J. Parallel 

Distrib. Comput. 112 (2) (2018) 166–178. 

2. A. Atashpendar, B. Dorronsoro, G. Danoy and P. Bouvry. A scalable parallel 

cooperative coevolutionary PSO algorithm for multi-objective optimization. J. Parallel 

Distrib. Comput. 112 (2) (2018) 111–125. 

                                                        
 

 

 

4	CORE	ranking	(http://portal.core.edu.au/jnl-ranks/)	–	R(ratio)	means	only	“ratio”	journals	are	ranked	“R”	-	A*(7%),	
A(17%),	B(27%),	C(46%),	Others(3%).		
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3. T. Menouer. Solving combinatorial problems using a parallel framework. J. Parallel 

Distrib. Comput. 112 (2) (2018) 140–153. 

4. M. A. Oxley, E. Jonardi, S. Pasricha, A. A. Maciejewski, H. J. Siegel, P. J. Burns and 

G. A. Koenig. Rate-based thermal, power, and co-location aware resource management 

for heterogeneous data centers. J. Parallel Distrib. Comput. 112 (2) (2018) 126–139. 

5. D. Sundfeld, C. Razzolini, G. Teodoro, A. Boukerche and A. C. M. A. de Melo. PA-

Star: A disk-assisted parallel A-Star strategy with locality-sensitive hash for multiple 

sequence alignment. J. Parallel Distrib. Comput. 112 (2) (2018) 154–165. 

 

Special issue in CCPE (ranked “A” in CORE) 

This special issue, entitled “Multi and many-core computing for parallel metaheuristics”, 

addresses growing research issues related to multi- and many-core metaheuristics which are 

challenging on the road to the exascale era. The presented papers revisit the design and 

implementation of parallel metaheuristics on multi- and many-core platforms dealing with 

major issues such as dynamic load balancing, thread/branch divergence, optimisation of data 

placement using shared memory, processor-coprocessor data transfer optimisation, etc. The 

contributions of the papers are highly useful in the context of parallel metaheuristics and in 

many other research areas where parallel computing is increasingly required. On the other 

hand, as parallel computing is a wide area, this special issue is far from covering all the related 

issues. Nevertheless, the presented papers open interesting perspectives to some of these non-

covered issues such as the combination of multi-core and many-core computing, the extension 

of the hybridisation to other specific resources like ARM processors and FPGA, the 

enhancement of the reusability of the contributions through software platforms, and so on. 

After the review process, five articles were accepted for publication. Below is given the list of 

accepted papers appearing in this volume (CCPE Vol. 29, 2017). 
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1. Alekseeva E, Mezmaz M, Tuyttens D, Melab N. Parallel multi-core hyper-heuristic 

GRASP to solve permutation flow-shop problem. Concurrency and Computation: Practice 

and Experience 2017; 29:e3835. https://doi.org/10. 1002/cpe.3835. 

2. Artés, T., Cencerrado, A., Cortés, A., and Margalef, T. Time aware genetic algorithm for 

forest fire propagation prediction: exploiting multi-core platforms. Concurrency and 

Computation: Practice and Experience 2017; 29:e3837. https:// doi.org/10.1002/cpe.3837. 

3. Limmer, S., and Fey, D. Comparison of common parallel architectures for the execution 

of the island model and the global parallelization of evolutionary algorithms. Concurrency 

and Computation: Practice and Experience 2017; 29:e3797. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/cpe.3797. 

4. Djenouri, Y., Bendjoudi, A., Habbas, Z., Mehdi, M., and Djenouri, D. Reducing thread 

divergence in GPU-based bees swarm optimization applied to association rule mining. 

Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience 2017; 29:e3836. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/cpe.3836. 

5. Zhu, H., Wu, Y., Li, P., Zhang, P., Ji, Z., and Gong, M.  An OpenCL-accelerated parallel 

immunodominance clone selection algorithm for feature selection. Concurrency and 

Computation: Practice and Experience 2017; 29:e3838. https://doi. org/10.1002/cpe.3838. 
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Appendix A: Lecture and tutorial handouts 
This appendix includes the materials used for presenting the content of the lecture and tutorial 

to the project members and interested audience at research and education institutions in 

Slovenia and abroad (international conferences, …).  

The following lecture and tutorial handouts are included:  

• handouts of the lecture on the introduction to GPU programming, and, 

• handouts of the tutorial on heterogeneous cluster computing for many-task exact 

optimisation. 
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January 9th, 2017

Introduction to GPU Programming
Nouredine Melab

Prof. at Université Lille 1, France
Inria Lille – Nord Europe, CNRS - CRIStAL

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 Parallel Computing Platforms

 Basics of parallel algorithm design

 GPU Programming using Cuda

• Parallel processing is …

– … the use of multiple processing units to process different parts 
(work units or tasks) of the same program/data simultaneously

• Main goals

– Reduce the “wall-clock” time to solve a problem

– Increase the size of problems that can be solved

• Problem not solvable on a serial computer in a reasonable amount of 
time  decompose it into smaller problems

• Problem not fit in the memory of a serial computer  distribute it over 
the memory of many processing units

 Solve (much) bigger problems (much) faster

 Ultimate objective: save time and … money

– Increase security and reliability (fault tolerance)

What is / Why parallel processing ?

• Parallel computer
– A set of compute elements connected such a way to do parallel 

computing for wide range of applications

– In recent parallel computers compute elements are processor cores

• Flynn classification

– Criteria = Nb. of instruction streams, Nb. of data streams 
• S: Single, M: Multiple, I: Instruction stream, D: Data stream

– 4 classes/models: SISD, SIMD, MISD, MIMD

– SISD (von Neumann) and MISD (pipeline, fault tolerance)

– SIMD 
• Machine = Single control unit + Processors
• CU dispatches the same instructions to processors acting on their data

– MIMD 
• Machine = Processors having their own control units
• Processors execute different flows of instructions on their own data

Flynn’s classification of parallel platforms

• Shared-memory Platforms

– A single shared address space (memory) for 
all processors

– Examples 

• Multi-core laptops
• HPC workstations with multiple x-core processors
• Supercomputers: SGI Altix UV, Cray X11

• Distributed-memory Platforms

– Each processor is connected to exclusive local 
memory and a network interface = Node

– A network connects all nodes

– Examples

• Networks of workstations
• Clusters and Grids
• Supercomputers: Cray XT, IBM Blue Gene

MIMD Platforms

Processors

Processor-memory 
Interconnections

Memory module
One
address
space

Processor

Interconnection
network

Local

Computers

Messages

memory

• SIMD relies on the regular structure of computations
– Media processing, scientific kernels (e.g. linear algebra)
– An activity mask is used for irregular applications

• Many early parallel computers
– Illiac IV, MPP, Connection Machine CM-1/2, MasPar MP-1/2

• Today 

– Vector units: SSE, SSE2, Altivec

• 128-bit vector registers

– 16 8-bit chars, 8 16-bit short int, 4 32-bit int, 4 32-bit FP variables

• SSE2 also operates on 2 64-bit double precision values

– Coprocessors

• ClearSpeed array processor (control PE + array of 96 PEs)

• Nvidia GPGPU

SIMD Platforms
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Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 Parallel Computing Platforms

 Basics of parallel algorithm design

 GPU Programming using Cuda

Foster’s (PCAM) parallel 
algorithm design methodology

Partitioning

• Purpose

• Discover as much parallelism as 
possible

• Two potential sources of 
parallelism

• Data and computation

• Two complementary ways to 
extract parallelism

• Data decomposition  data 
parallelism (well-suited to GPU)

• Functional decomposition 
functional and data flow 
parallelism

Data/Domain decomposition

• Geometric decomposition
– Linear structures: arrays, 2D matrices, 3D volumes, …

– … handled in numerous algorithms, well-suited for GPUs

• Recursive data decomposition
– Trees, lists, graphs.

Program structure patterns

• Purpose
– Can assist in the selection of the appropriate workload decomposition

– … and in the parallel program design

• Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD)
• Multiple Program, Multiple Data (MPMD)
• Master-Worker
• Map-Reduce

• Fork-Join
• Loop parallelism

Single/Multiple Program, Multiple Data

• SPMD/MPMD pattern: used in MPI 
– Parallel program = set of tasks working on # data

– SPMD: same program, MPMD: different programs

• General structure
– Program initialization (prog. deployment, run-time init. – e.g. MPI_Init)

– Getting a unique identifier (thread id. in Cuda) and the data (mapping)

– Running the program

– Shutting down the program

P0 P1 P2 P3
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Master-Worker pattern

• Called also Farmer-Worker or Master-Slave

• Parallel program = master process + set of worker processes
– Master: (generates) and distributes work units to Workers
– A worker:  performs the computation and returns results to master

• No communication between workers 

– Could be hierarchical for scalability  several master levels

• Map-Reduce pattern is a particular case of MW
– Main difference: automatic deployment and load balancing
– E.g. Apache Hadoop: JobTracker (M), TaskTracker (W)

Results

P0 P1 P2 P3

Input data

GSLP patterns

• GSLP patterns are basic parallel models of OpenMP (serial 
parallel)

• Fork-Join pattern
– Used when the parallel algorithm creates tasks at run-time (fork)

– The children tasks (threads or processes) have to terminate (join) before 
the parent resumes

• Loop parallelism
– Incremental parallel programming (from serial to parallel)

– Automatic loop parallelization is provided by several compilers (using 
directives)

– Take care of the dependencies between iterations

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

N=1

N=500

SUM

1 Gflop/s

1 Tflop/s

100 Mflop/s

100 Gflop/s

100 Tflop/s

10 Gflop/s

10 Tflop/s

1 Pflop/s

10 Pflop/s

1 Eflop/s

100 Pflop/s

Slide by Erich Strohmaier, LBNL

Performance evolution and projection

134 
TFLOPS/s

33,9 RFLOPS/s

274 RFLOPS/s

 TeraFlop in 1997  PetaFlop in 2008  ExaFlop in ~2020

 xFLOPS : x Floating Operations Per Second

 KFlop/s = 103 Flop/s, MFlop/s = 106 Flop/s, GFlop/s = 109 Flop/s,
 TFlop/s = 1012 Flop/s, PFlop/s = 1015 Flop/s, EFlop/s = 1018 Flop/s

The future is hybrid
Top500, June 2014

June 2016: Sunway TaihuLight - Sunway MRR, Sunway SW26010 260C 1.45GHz, Sunway
NRCRC, 10,649,600 cores, 93,014.6 TFLOPS, 15,371 KW

• Accelerators are pulling away traditional processors

 High throughput computation: 100 GFLOPS vs. TFLOPS for GPUs 
(e.g. GeForce GTX 980: 4.6 TFLOPS)

 High bandwidth: 10x than CPU (e.g. GeForce GTX 980: 224 GB/s)

 High energy efficiency 

• High availability to all: in laptops, clusters, …

− Billions of CUDA-capable GPUs in the wild
− In many Top500 clusters

Coprocessors
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Coprocessors (Cont.)

• The Market is dominated by Nvidia (~70%) … 

 followed by Intel (Xeon Phi – 25%) and AMD (1%)

• Nvidia GPU

− Popularized by CUDA

− Used as a Coprocessor of 1000’s of cores

− Other prog. environements

− OpenCL, OpenACC, …

• Intel Xeon Phi

− Can be programmed using standard environments

− MPI, OpenMP, Cilk, OpenCL

− Used as a coprocessor (offload) or not (native)

− Based on MIC architecture

− Few 10’s of cores

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

 The Cuda parallel model

 Cuda basics

 Compiling, running, debugging and profiling

 A case study: Matrix-Matrix multiplication

 CUDA = Compute Unified Device Architecture

 Software platform for parallel computing on Nvidia GPUs

 Introduced in 2006

 Nvidia’s repositioning of GPUs as versatile compute devices

 C + few simple extensions

 Familiar language with simple data-parallel extensions

 Cuda programming principle

 Write a program for one thread

 Instantiate for many parallel threads

 CUDA is a scalable parallel programming model

 Runs on any number of processors

 G80 (8 cores/SM), GT200 (16), Fermi (32), Kepler (192), …

What is CUDA?

Hardware view: GPU = Coprocessor of CPU

performance

 The GPU is used as a coprocessor for computations well-
suited to SIMD architectures

 … PCI Express ….

 Device = set of multi-processors (SMX), each of them is a 
set of 32-bit or 64-bit SIMD processors (cores)

 Example: Kepler K80 – 30 SMX of 192 cores (5760 cores)

GPU memory hierarchy

GPU memory hierarchy (Cont.)

Type Location Properties

Registers On-chip Very fast (1 cycle), very small (few KB), amount depends on 
configuration (e.g. 8K registers / SM in G80 GPUs)

Local Off-chip Part of GM, Cached by L1

Shared On-chip Fast (1-32 cycles), small (10s KB), shared by the cores of the 
same SM, divided into banks  memory-level parallelism

Global Off-chip Very big (few GB), very slow (400-600 cycles)

Constant Off-chip For constant data, small, cached

Texture Off-chip Handled by specific hardware for fast implementation of 
filtering operations
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Cuda variable type qualifiers
Where data are placed?

• __device__ is optional when used with __local__,  
__shared__, or __constant__

• Automatic (local) variables without any qualifier reside in  
registers
– Except arrays that reside in local memory

Variable declaration Memory Scope Lifetime

__device__ __local__    int LocalVar; local thread thread

__device__ __shared__   int SharedVar; shared block block

__device__              int GlobalVar; global grid application

__device__ __constant__ int ConstantVar; constant grid application

Software view (1)

GPU device

•

•

•

…

…

CPU host

SPMD 

SIMD/SIMT 

SMX SMX

SMX SMX

Cores

…SMX SMX
……

 Parallel program = Host code + Device code (MPMD)
 Host code = serial or weakly parallel
 Device code = massively (fine-grained) data parallel

 Hierarchical parallel model
 SMX-level: (M-)SPMD data parallel model (program = thread kernel)
 Core-level: SIMD/SIMT execution model 

Stream of threads

Software view (2)

GPU device

…

…

CPU host

Waiting
blocks

…

……

 Threads are organized by the programmer into …
 Grids (1D or 2D) of independent blocks (1D, 2D or 3D) of threads
 According to the organization of application data

 Thread blocks are split by the scheduler into warps 
 Warp = 32 threads = scheduling unit
 Execution model = SIMD/SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) 

Waiting
Warps Running

thread

SMX SMX

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

 The Cuda parallel model

 Cuda basics

 Compiling, running, debugging and profiling

 A case study: Matrix-Matrix multiplication

A typical  Cuda Program

Typical host code 

1. Allocate memory in CPU host and on GPU device for data/results
2. Copy data from CPU to GPU
3. Launch/execute a stream of threads (thread kernels) on GPU 

// to perform massive computations

4. Copy results from GPU to CPU
5. Repeat 2-4 as needed
6. Free all memory in CPU and GPU and terminate

Typical device code (thread kernel)

• Get thread identifier (Mapping)
// allows to get the data it has to process

• Perform computation and terminate
// synchronization, data sharing, …

Device memory allocation

 cudaMalloc()
 Allocates object in the Global Memory of the device

 Requires two parameters

 Address of a pointer to the allocated object

 Size of allocated object (in bytes)

 cudaFree()
 Frees object from Global Memory
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Device memory allocation (Cont.)

performance

 Code example 
 Allocate a  64 * 64 single precision float array

 Attach the allocated storage to Md

 “d” is often used to indicate a device data structure

TILE_WIDTH = 64;
Float* Md
int size = TILE_WIDTH * TILE_WIDTH * sizeof(float);

cudaMalloc(&Md, size);
cudaFree(Md);

pointer to device memory

Size in bytes

Host-Device data transfer

 cudaMemcpy()

 Memory data synchronous transfer

 Requires 4 parameters

 Pointer to destination 

 Pointer to source

 Number of copied bytes

 Type of transfer 

 Host to Host

 Host to Device

 Device to Host

 Device to Device

 Transfer can be also asynchronous: cudaMemcpyAsync() 

Host Device

Global Memory

Host-Device data transfer (Cont.)

performance

 Code example
 Transfer a  64 * 64 single precision float array

 M  is in host memory and Md is in device memory

 cudaMemcpyHostToDevice and cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost are 
symbolic constants

TILE_WIDTH = 64;
Float* Md
int size = TILE_WIDTH * TILE_WIDTH * sizeof(float);

cudaMemcpy(Md, M, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

cudaMemcpy(M, Md, size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

Source (host)Destination (device)

Calling a function: Thread qualifiers
Where things live?

 __global__ defines a kernel function
 Must return void

hosthost__host__   float HostFunc() 

host, device (>=Cuda 3.5)device__global__ void  KernelFunc() 

devicedevice__device__ float DeviceFunc() 

Only callable 
from … 

Executed on  
…

Calling a kernel function: parallel config. 

Host

Kernel 
1

Kernel 

2

Device

Grid 1

Block
(0, 0)

Block
(1, 0)

Block
(0, 1)

Block
(1, 1)

Grid 2

Courtesy: NDVIA

Block (1, 1)

Thread
(0 ,1,0)

Thread
(1,1,0)

Threa d
(2,1,0)

Thread
(3,1,0)

Thread
(0 ,0,0)

Thread
(1,0,0)

Threa d
(2,0,0)

Thread
(3,0,0)

(0,0,1) (1,0,1) (2,0,1) (3,0,1)

 A kernel function must be called with a …
 parallel thread configuration (DimGrid, DimBlock)

__global__ void KernelFunc(...);

dim3 DimGrid(2, 2);    // 4 thread blocks 

dim3 DimBlock(4, 2, 2);    // 16 threads per block 

size_t SharedMemBytes = 64;  // 64 bytes of shared memory

KernelFunc<<< DimGrid, DimBlock, SharedMemBytes >>>(...);

…

 Any call to a kernel function is asynchronous from CUDA 1.0

 Explicit synchronization is needed for blocking

Illustration

# i ncl u d e <s t d i o . h>
# i ncl u d e <cuda . h>

__global__ void hello ( )
{
//No data, no need to thread identification and mapping
printf ( " Hel l o world \ n" ) ;

}

i n t main ( )
{
hello <<<1 ,10>>>() ;
cudaDeviceSynchronize ( ) ;
r e t ur n 1 ;

}
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A typical  Cuda program

Typical CPU host code 

1. Allocate memory in CPU host and on GPU device for data/results
2. Copy data from CPU to GPU
3. Launch/execute a stream of threads (thread kernels) on GPU 

// to perform massive computations

4. Copy results from GPU to CPU
5. Repeat  2-4 as needed
6. Free all memory in CPU and GPU and terminate

Typical device code (thread kernel)

• Get thread identifier (Mapping)
// allows to get the data it has to process

• Perform computation and terminate
// synchronization, data sharing, …

Thread identification/Mapping

 Thread and block identifiers are managed
transparently

 No control for the user but built-in structures are 
provided

 threadIdx, blockIdx, blockDim and gridDim

 Use them to localize the data (index)

 Illustration: thread organization for saxpy program
(y=a.x+y)

Example: saxpy with one 1D thread block

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

x

Y

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Thread block

__global__ void saxpy(int n, float a, float *x, float *y) 
{ 

int i = blockIdx.x; // Thread identification
if (i < n) y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i]; // Data mapping

}

Example: saxpy with multiple 1D thread 
blocks

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

x

Y

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
Thread block

__global__ void saxpy(int n, float a, float *x, float *y) 
{ 

// Thread identification
int i = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

// Mapping thread -- data
if (i < n) y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i]; 

} 

Block 0 Block 1

blockDim = 6
blockIdx.x = 1
threadIdx.x = 3

I = 1 x 6 + 3 = 9

18

Thread identification for 2D thread blocks

 The index of the data is a couple (i,j)

1 Thread Block 2D Block

2D Index

Grid 1

Block 1

48

Thread
(2, 2) 

A C

30

B

42

A candidate solution
3 420 1

0 010 1

0 011 0

0 001 1

1 011 1

0 111 1

0 000 0

1 010 0

0 110 0

1 000 1

0 100 1 1 110 1

 Finding a mapping can be 
challenging

 Neighborhood based on a 
Hamming distance of 2

 A thread id is associated with 
two indexes i and j

 n x (n-1) / 2 threads are 
generated for a solution of 
size n

 Fitness data structure size = 
n x (n-1) / 2

Mapping 
Neighbor Id  Thread Id (3)

id 0

id 1

id 2

id 3

id 4

id 5

id 6

id 7

id 8 id 9

T-V. Luong, N. Melab, E-G. Talbi. GPU Computing for Parallel Local Search Metaheuristic
Algorithms. IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol. 62(1), pages 173-185, 2013.
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Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

 The Cuda parallel model

 Cuda basics

 Compiling, running, debugging and profiling

 A case study: Matrix-Matrix multiplication

Compiling a Cuda program

 The compilation process is handled by “nvcc” wrapper

 Usage: % nvcc –o simple simple.cu -I/usr/local/cuda/include   \

-L/usr/local/cuda/lib –lcuda –lcudart

 CUDA runtime library (cudart) , CUDA core library (cuda)

 Many compiling options

 http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-compiler-driver-nvcc/

 nvcc --help

 NVCC separates out the CPU and GPU parts

 CPU parts compiled with gcc (needs to be available)

 The 2 parts are stitched back together into 1 big object/executable file 

Running a Cuda program

 Just execute it ! 

 Example: % ./simple

 What happens ?

 The CPU code starts running

 The runtime (cudart) pushes all the GPU code out to the GPU

 This happens only the first GPU launch

 The runtime (cudart) also … 

… tells the GPU to execute the device code

 and controls the memory copy timing and synchronization

 Error handling

 All Cuda functions return a cudaError_t value  

 A typedef enum in C … #include <cuda.h>

Debugging and profiling Cuda programs

 Two major debugging tools

 CUDA-GDB (cuda-gdb) command-line debugger based on GNU gdb

 GUI-based debugging (nsight): Eclipse-based IDE for Linux/Mac OS, 
Visual Studio-based IDE for Windows

 Debugging Cuda programs requires 2 GPUs (program, display)

 Two major profiling tools

 nvprof: command-line tool 

 GUI-based tool: Nvidia visual profiler (nvvp) for C/C++

 Can be used to visualize data collected using nvprof

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

 The Cuda parallel model

 Cuda basics

 Compiling, running, debugging and profiling

 A case study: Matrix-Matrix multiplication

 A basic implementation

 An optimized implementation

The matrix multiplication

48

M

N

R

W
ID

T
H

W
ID

T
H

WIDTH WIDTH

 Illustration of the basic features of memory 
and thread management in CUDA

 Global memory and register usage

 Thread identification and mapping

 Memory data transfer API between host & device

 Assume square matrix for simplicity
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Memory Layout of a Matrix in C-Cuda

M0,2

M1,1

M0,1M0,0

M1,0

M0,3

M1,2 M1,3

M0,2M0,1M0,0 M0,3 M1,1M1,0 M1,2 M1,3 M2,1M2,0 M2,2 M2,3

M2,1M2,0 M2,2 M2,3

M3,1M3,0 M3,2 M3,3

M3,1M3,0 M3,2 M3,3

M

The system memory is ultimately accessed with a linear address 
[0, largest memory location]

A simple host version in C

50

M

N

R

W
ID

T
H

W
ID

T
H

WIDTH WIDTH

// Matrix multiplication on the (CPU) host in 
double precision

void MatrixMulOnHost (float* M, float* N, float* R, int
Width) {   

for (int i = 0; i < Width; ++i) 
for (int j = 0; j < Width; ++j) {

double sum = 0;
for (int k = 0; k < Width; ++k) {

double a = M[i * Width + k];
double b = N[k * Width + j];
sum += a * b;

}
R[i * Width + j] = sum;

}
}

k

j

k

i

The design approach – single block 

 1 thread block computes Rd

 Each thread computes 1 element 
of Rd

 Each thread …

 loads 1 row of Md and 1 column 
of Nd

 performs 1 multiply and addition 
for each pair of Md and Nd
elements (1:1)

Grid 1

Block 1

3 2 5 4

2

4

2

6

48

Thread
(2, 2) 

WIDTH

Md

Rd

Nd

Host-side code (1)

void MatrixMulOnDevice (float* M, float* N, float* R, int Width) 
{

int size = Width * Width * sizeof(float); 
float* Md, Nd, Rd;
…

// Allocate and Load M, N to device memory 
cudaMalloc(&Md, size);
cudaMemcpy(Md, M, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

cudaMalloc(&Nd, size);
cudaMemcpy(Nd, N, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

// Allocate R on the device
cudaMalloc(&Rd, size);

…
Allocate and 

transfer InputAllocate outRut

Invocate kernel

// Setup the parallel thread configuration
dim3 dimGrid(1, 1);
dim3 dimBlock(Width, Width);

// Launch the device computation threads!
MatrixMulKernel<<<dimGrid, dimBlock>>>(Md, Nd, Rd, Width);

// Read R from the device
cudaMemcpy(R, Rd, size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

// Free device matrices
cudaFree(Md); cudaFree(Nd); cudaFree (Rd);

}

Transfer back results

Free device memory

Host-side code (2)

54

M

N

R

W
ID

T
H

W
ID

T
H

WIDTH WIDTH

// Matrix multiplication kernel – Per thread code

__global__ void MatrixMulKernel (float* Md, float* Nd, float* Rd, 

int Width) {

// Identification/Mapping 
Int i=threadIdx.y, j=threadIdx.x;  

float Rvalue = 0;

for (int k = 0; k < Width; ++k) {
float Melement = Md[i*Width+k];

float Nelement = Nd[k*Width+j];
Rvalue += Melement * Nelement;

}
Rd[i*Width+j] = Rvalue;

}

k

tx

k

ty

tx

ty

Device-side code (Kernel)
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55

M

N

R

W
ID

T
H

W
ID

T
H

WIDTH WIDTH

// Matrix multiplication kernel – Per thread code

__global__ void MatrixMulKernel (float* Md, float* Nd, float* Rd, 

int Width) {

float Rvalue = 0;

for (int k = 0; k < Width; ++k) {
float Melement = Md[threadIdx.y*Width+k];

float Nelement = Nd[k*Width+threadIdx.x];
Rvalue += Melement * Nelement;

}
Rd[threadIdx.y*Width+threadIdx.x] = Rvalue;

}

k

tx

k

ty

tx

ty

Device-side code (Kernel) – Single block

Rd1,0Md2,0

Md1,1

Md1,0Md0,0

Md0,1

Md3,0

Md2,1

Rd0,0

Md3,1 Rd0,1

Rd2,0 Rd3,0

Nd0,3 Nd1,3

Nd1,2

Nd1,1

Nd1,0Nd0,0

Nd0,1

Nd0,2

Rd1,1

Rd0,2 Rd2,2 Rd3,2Rd1,2

Rd3,1Rd2,1

Rd0,3 Rd2,3 Rd3,3Rd1,3

Tiling to accommodate larger matrices

 Drawback with 1 thread block-design: size of matrices limited by the size of 
the thread block (512 = 32x32 in G80)

 Multiple blocks and tiling: breaking Rd into tiles

 Each tile of Rd is computed by one thread block

P1,0P0,0

P0,1

P2,0 P3,0

P1,1

P0,2 P2,2 P3,2P1,2

P3,1P2,1

P0,3 P2,3 P3,3P1,3

Block(0,0) Block(1,0)

Block(1,1)Block(0,1)

TILE_WIDTH = 2
WIDTH = 4

__global__ void MatrixMulKernel (float* Md, float* Nd, float* Rd, int
Width)

{
// Calculate the row index of the Rd element and M

int Row = blockIdx.y*TILE_WIDTH + threadIdx.y;
// Calculate the column index of Rd and N

int Col = blockIdx.x*TILE_WIDTH + threadIdx.x;

float Rvalue = 0;
// Each thread computes one element of the block sub-matrix

for (int k = 0; k < Width; ++k)
Rvalue += Md[Row*Width+k] * Nd[k*Width+Col];

Rd[Row*Width+Col] = Rvalue;
}

Device-side code (Kernel) – Multiple blocks

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

 The Cuda parallel model

 Cuda basics

 Compiling, running, debugging and profiling

 A case study: Matrix-Matrix multiplication

 A basic implementation

 An optimized implementation 

 Using shared memory

 Using thread granularity, data prefetching and loop unrolling 

Why using shared memory?

 Each element of M and N is read by 2 threads (dim. = 2)

 For matrices having dim. = WIDTH, each element is read by WIDTH 

threads from … GM

 Idea: load each element into SM by 1 th. and have several th.
use the local version to reduce the memory bandwidth

How to use shared memory?

 Shared memory is fast (dozens of cycles vs. hundreds 
of cycles for GM)

 … but it is very small (dozens of KB)

 Tiling-based approach

 Partition data into subsets that fit into shared memory

 Handle each data subset (tile) with one thread block

 Load the tile(s) from GM to SM, using multiple threads to exploit 
memory-level parallelism

 Perform the computation on the tile(s) from SM (each thread can 
efficiently multi-pass over any data element)  synchronization

 Copy the results from SM to GM
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Rd1,0Md2,0

Md1,1

Md1,0Md0,0

Md0,1

Md3,0

Md2,1

Rd0,0

Md3,1 Rd0,1

Rd2,0 Rd3,0

Nd0,3 Nd1,3

Nd1,2

Nd1,1

Nd1,0Nd0,0

Nd0,1

Nd0,2

Rd1,1

Rd0,2 Rd2,2 Rd3,2Rd1,2

Rd3,1Rd2,1

Rd0,3 Rd2,3 Rd3,3Rd1,3

Breaking Md and Nd into tiles

Rd1,0Md2,0

Md1,1

Md1,0Md0,0

Md0,1

Md3,0

Md2,1

Rd0,0

Md3,1 Rd0,1

Rd2,0 Rd3,0

Nd0,3 Nd1,3

Nd1,2

Nd1,1

Nd1,0Nd0,0

Nd0,1

Nd0,2

Rd1,1

Rd0,2 Rd2,2 Rd3,2Rd1,2

Rd3,1Rd2,1

Rd0,3 Rd2,3 Rd3,3Rd1,3

WIDTH = 4, TILE_WIDTH = 2

Each element of Md and Nd is used/read exactly twice by the threads 
of the same block  idea: collective tile loading without redundancy

R0,0

thread0,0

R1,0

thread1,0

R0,1

thread0,1

R1,1

thread1,1

M0,0 * N0,0 M0,0 * N1,0 M0,1 * N0,0 M0,1 * N1,0

M1,0 * N0,1 M1,0 * N1,1 M1,1 * N0,1 M1,1 * N1,1

M2,0 * N0,2 M2,0 * N1,2 M2,1 * N0,2 M2,1 * N1,2

M3,0 * N0,3 M3,0 * N1,3 M3,1 * N0,3 M3,1 * N1,3

Access
order

Handling each tile by a thread block

Two phases: GM-SM transfer + computation

SteR 4 SteR 5 SteR 6

T0,0 Md0,0

↓ 
Mds0,0

Nd0,0

↓ 

Nds0,0

RValue0,0 += 
Mds0,0*Nds0,0 + 
Mds1,0*Nds0,1

Md2,0

↓ 

Mds0,0

Nd0,2

↓ 

Nds0,0

RValue0,0 += 
Mds0,0*Nds0,0 + 
Mds1,0*Nds0,1

T1,0 Md1,0

↓ 
Mds1,0

Nd1,0

↓ 

Nds1,0

RValue1,0 += 
Mds0,0*Nds1,0 + 
Mds1,0*Nds1,1

Md3,0

↓ 

Mds1,0

Nd1,2

↓ 

Nds1,0

RValue1,0 += 
Mds0,0*Nds1,0 + 
Mds1,0*Nds1,1

T0,1 Md0,1

↓ 
Mds0,1

Nd0,1

↓ 

Nds0,1

RdValue0,1 += 
Mds0,1*Nds0,0 + 
Mds1,1*Nds0,1

Md2,1

↓ 

Mds0,1

Nd0,3

↓ 

Nds0,1

RdValue0,1 += 
Mds0,1*Nds0,0 + 
Mds1,1*Nds0,1

T1,1 Md1,1

↓ 
Mds1,1

Nd1,1

↓ 

Nds1,1

RdValue1,1 += 
Mds0,1*Nds1,0 + 
Mds1,1*Nds1,1

Md3,1

↓ 

Mds1,1

Nd1,3

↓ 

Nds1,1

RdValue1,1 += 
Mds0,1*Nds1,0 + 
Mds1,1*Nds1,1

Phase 1 Phase 2

Time

Rd1,0Md2,0

Md1,1

Md1,0Md0,0

Md0,1

Md3,0

Md2,1

Rd0,0

Md3,1 Rd0,1

Rd2,0 Rd3,0

Nd0,3 Nd1,3

Nd1,2

Nd1,1

Nd1,0Nd0,0

Nd0,1

Nd0,2

Rd1,1

Rd0,2 Rd2,2 Rd3,2Rd1,2

Rd3,1Rd2,1

Rd0,3 Rd2,3 Rd3,3Rd1,3

Required tiles for each phase

Rd1,0Md2,0

Md1,1

Md1,0Md0,0

Md0,1

Md3,0

Md2,1

Rd0,0

Md3,1 Rd0,1

Rd2,0 Rd3,0

Nd0,3 Nd1,3

Nd1,2

Nd1,1

Nd1,0Nd0,0

Nd0,1

Nd0,2

Rd1,1

Rd0,2 Rd2,2 Rd3,2Rd1,2

Rd3,1Rd2,1

Rd0,3 Rd2,3 Rd3,3Rd1,3

WIDTH = 4, TILE_WIDTH = 2

Phase 1

Phase 2

CUDA code – Kernel execution config.

// Setup the thread configuration

dim3 dimBlock(TILE_WIDTH, TILE_WIDTH);

dim3 dimGrid(Width  / TILE_WIDTH, 

Width /  TILE_WIDTH);

MatrixMulKernel <<< dimGrid, dimBlock>>>

(Md, Nd, Rd, Width)

P1,0P0,0

P0,1

P2,0 P3,0

P1,1

P0,2 P2,2 P3,2P1,2

P3,1P2,1

P0,3 P2,3 P3,3P1,3

Block(0,0) Block(1,0)

Block(1,1)Block(0,1)

TILE_WIDTH = 2
WIDTH = 4

Tiled M-M multiplication kernel

__global__ void MatrixMulKernel (float* Md, float* Nd, float* Rd, int Width)
{
1.  __shared__float Mds[TILE_WIDTH][TILE_WIDTH];
2.  __shared__float Nds[TILE_WIDTH][TILE_WIDTH];

3.  int bx = blockIdx.x;  int by = blockIdx.y;
4.  int tx = threadIdx.x; int ty = threadIdx.y;

// Identify the row and column of the Rd element to work on
5.  int Row = by * TILE_WIDTH + ty;
6.  int Col = bx * TILE_WIDTH + tx;

7.   float Rvalue = 0;
// Loop over the Md and Nd tiles required to compute the Rd element
8.   for (int m = 0; m < Width/TILE_WIDTH; ++m) {
// Coolaborative loading of Md and Nd tiles into shared memory
9. Mds[ty][tx] = Md[Row*Width + (m*TILE_WIDTH + tx)];
10. Nds[ty][tx] = Nd[Col + (m*TILE_WIDTH + ty)*Width];
11. __syncthreads();

11.        for (int k = 0; k < TILE_WIDTH; ++k)
12. Rvalue += Mds[ty][k] * Nds[k][tx];

__syncthreads();
12. }
13.   Rd[Row*Width+Col] = Rvalue;
}
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Complexity analysis

 Without SM, the ratio mem. access: comput. is 1:1

 Using SM with a 2x2 tiling

 1 thread: 2 GM  SM, 2x2 = 4 FLOPS
 Thread block 2x2: 4x2 = 8 GM reads, 4x2x2 = 16 FLOPS
 Ratio = 1:2

 Using SM with a TWxTW tiling 

 1 thread: 2 GM  SM, 2xTW FLOPS
 Thread block TWxTW

 (TWxTW)x2 GM reads, (TWxTW)x2xTW FLOPS

 Ratio = 1:TW

Performance evaluation: impact of SM

 Parameters: 2048 x 2048 matrices, TW=32, Cuda 7.5
 Hardware configuration (GeForce GTX980)

 GM (4GB), SM (96KB), L2 (2MB), Peak Performance (4.6 TFlop/s)
 16 SM x 128 cores/SM x 1.126 GHz x 2 Flop/cycle (FMA) = 4612 GFlop/s

 Relative speedup : 3.2x

J. Gmys & N. Melab

Outline

 Introduction to Parallel Computing

 GPU Programming using Cuda

 Why GPUs?

 Cuda basic programming

 The Cuda parallel model

 Cuda basics

 Compiling, running, debugging and profiling

 A case study: Matrix-Matrix multiplication

 A basic implementation

 An optimized implementation 

 Using shared memory

 Using thread granularity, data prefetching and loop unrolling

Foster’s (RCAM) parallel 
algorithm design methodology

• Both elements of Rd require 
the same row of Md

• Memory access latency 
reduction = 1/4, 2/6, 3/8

Thread Granularity – Matrix Multiply

• Major issue
– Grain size: number of blocks to be merged ?

– Tile size  SM size   Nb. blocks  Parallelism degree 

Data Prefetching

• Independent instructions between a global memory read 
and its use can … 

– … hide memory latency

 Prefetching data from global memory can … 
 … effectively increase the number of indep. instructions 

 … between global memory read and use

float m = Md[i];

float f = a * b + c * d;

float f2 = m *f;

Read global memory

Execute instructions that are not 
dependent on memory read

Use global memory after the above line from 
enough Warps to hide the memory latency
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// Load first tile into registers

for (/* ... */)

{

// Deposit registers into shared memory

__syncthreads();

// Load next tiles into registers

// Accumulate dot product

__syncthreads();

}

Tiled Matrix Multiply with prefetching

Pd1,0Md2,0

Md1,1

Md1,0Md0,0

Md0,1

Md3,0

Md2,1

Pd0,0

Md3,1 Pd0,1

Pd2,0 Pd3,0

Nd0,3 Nd1,3

Nd1,2

Nd1,1

Nd1,0Nd0,0

Nd0,1

Nd0,2

Pd1,1

Pd0,2 Pd2,2 Pd3,2Pd1,2

Pd3,1Pd2,1

Pd0,3 Pd2,3 Pd3,3Pd1,3

Global Memory

Shared Memory

Registers

1 2

for (int k = 0; k < TILE_WIDTH; ++k)

{

Rvalue += Ms[ty][k] * Ns[k][tx];

}

• Instructions per iteration

– 2 floating-point arithmetic instructions

– 1 loop counter increment instruction

– 1 loop branch instruction

– 2 address arithmetic instructions

• Only 1/3 are floating-point calculations

–  Consider loop unrolling

Loop Unrolling

Loop Unrolling (Cont.)

Rvalue += 

Ms[ty][0] * Ns[0][tx] +

Ms[ty][1] * Ns[1][tx] +

...

Ms[ty][15] * Ns[15][tx]; // TILE_WIDTH = 16

 No more loop

 No loop count update

 No branch instruction

 Constant indices – no address arithmetic instructions

A case study: Matrix Multiply

• Performance study of: 
– tiling, thread granularity, data prefetching and loop unrolling

• Parameter: 2048x2048 matrices, G80 GPU

Image from httR://courses.engr.illinois.edu/ece498/al/textbook/Chapter5-Cudaperformance.Rdf 

Image from httR://courses.engr.illinois.edu/ece498/al/textbook/Chapter5-Cudaperformance.Rdf 

8x8 Tiles
 Coarser thread granularity helps
 Prefetching and  does not help
 Loop unrolling does not help

Coarser Granularity helps (1)

Image from httR://courses.engr.illinois.edu/ece498/al/textbook/Chapter5-Cudaperformance.Rdf 

16x16 Tiles
 Coarser thread granularity helps

Coarser Granularity helps (2)
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Image from httR://courses.engr.illinois.edu/ece498/al/textbook/Chapter5-Cudaperformance.Rdf 

16x16 Tiles
 Full loop unrolling can help

Full loop unrolling can help

Image from httR://courses.engr.illinois.edu/ece498/al/textbook/Chapter5-Cudaperformance.Rdf 

16x16 Tiles
 Prefetching helps for 1x1 tiling

Prefetching can help

Other advanced features

 Unified memory

 Introduced in Cuda 6.0 for implicit CPU-GPU data transfer
 Does not reduce the execution time 
 Designated by managed memory

 Allocated on both host and device 
 Static: __managed__, Dynamic: CudaMallocManaged()  

 Asynchronous execution and data streams

 Objective: overlapping data transfer and kernel execution
 Stream = sequence of commands (mem. copy, kernel invoc., … )

 Commands from # streams are issued concurrently

 Dynamic features

 Recursion (since Cuda 2.0), dynamic parallelism (since Cuda 3.5): 
dynamic lunch of kernels from the device

Some references

• Books
– Multicore and GPU programming – An integrated approach, 1st Edition

• Gerassimos Barlas

• Morgan Kaufmann, 2014, ISBN: 9780124171374

– Introduction to Parallel Computing, Second Edition 

• Ananth Grama, George Karypis, Vipin Kumar, Anshul Gupta

• Addison-Wesley, 2003, ISBN: 0201648652

• Lectures 
– Patrick Cozzi course, U. of Pensylvania

• http://cis565-spring-2012.github.com/schedule.html

– David Kirk and Wen-mei Hwu’s UIUC course:
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CUDA Occupancy Calculator 

2.) Enter your resource usage:
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 Example: Gaussian elimination
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Tutorial on Heterogeneous Cluster Computing for
Many-Task Exact Optimization

-
Application to Permutation Problems

Abstract

We revisit the parallelization of Branch-and-Bound (B&B) algorithms on massively
parallel and heterogeneous architectures integrating multi-core processors and GPU ac-
celerators. We provide a comprehensive description of the incremental development of
a B&B-algorithm for the exact resolution of large permutation-based combinatorial op-
timization problems (COP). In order to highlight the challenges related to the different
levels of the algorithm, we proceed incrementally by increasing the complexity of the
targeted hardware step-by-step from sequential to multi-core, to GPUs and multi-GPU
systems and finally to heterogeneous clusters combining multi-core CPUs and accelerator
devices. On a cluster composed of 9 GPU-accelerated compute nodes (130 000 CUDA
cores) the described methodology reduces the resolution time for a hard instance of the
flow shop scheduling problem (FSP) from 600 hours (using 300 CPUs) to 9 hours. Three
permutation problems with different computational characteristics are used for exper-
imental evaluation: flowshop scheduling (FSP), quadratic assignment (QAP) and the
N-Queens problem.

1 Introduction
Many COPs that arise in industrial and economic applications can be modeled by using permu-
tations to represent candidate solutions (e. g. scheduling, assignment or routing problems). As
most of these problems are NP-hard, approximate optimization methods like (meta)heuristics
are often used in practice. While these methods allow to find high-quality solutions within a
reasonable amount of time, they fail in general to find optimal solutions and to provide error
quantification. Conversely, exact methods allow to find the optimal solution(s) with a proof
of optimality, but require huge computational effort. Branch-and-Bound (B&B) is the most
frequently used exact method to solve COPs. The algorithm recursively decomposes the ini-
tial problem by dynamically constructing and exploring a search-tree. This is done using four
operators: branching, bounding, selection and pruning. The branching operator divides the
initial problem into smaller subproblems and a bounding function computes lower bounds on
the minimal cost of subproblems. Using these lower bounds, the pruning operator eliminates
subproblems from the search that cannot lead to an improvement of the best solution found so
far. The tree-traversal is guided by the selection operator which returns the next subproblem
to be processed according to a predefined strategy (e.g. depth-first search).

B&B generates huge search trees, often containing billions of nodes. For example, Taillard’s
FSP instance Ta056 [71], which consists in scheduling 50 jobs on 20 machines, requires 22
years (aggregate time) to be solved on a single CPU processing core [49]. Therefore ultra-
scale computing is required to solve similar instances in a reasonable amount of time. In
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2007, Ta056 was solved to optimality for the first time, exploiting on average 328 processors
of Grid’5000 1 during 25 days. All of these processors were either mono-core or dual-core
CPUs, like in 96% of the systems ranked in the June 2007 edition of the biannual Top5002 list
of the world’s most powerful supercomputers. Ten years laters, 93% of the Top500 systems
use processors with at least 8 cores and 27% of them use processors with 18 or more cores.
Moreover, systems have become increasingly heterogeneous, as a total of 91 of the systems on
the list use accelerator/co-processor devices (80% of which are GPUs), against a single one
in 2007. While the ranking shows that advances in computer system design, microprocessor
architecture, memory subsystem and networking are likely to continue delivering a factor 2×
performance increase every 18-24 month, this is being achieved through a huge increase in
hardware complexity [30]. The cost of moving data, in terms of energy and time, is often greater
than the cost of computations, although memory subsystems have evolved to an impressive level
of complexity [39, 23]. As energy-efficiency has become a key issue, the trend towards more
complex and more heterogeneous HPC systems is likely to continue. An increasing number of
heterogeneous components (and lower operating voltages) leads to higher failure rates, calling
for fault-tolerant algorithms and highly efficient communication schemes, to cite just two of the
tremendous challenges that lie ahead in the field of HPC [15, 69].

In this context it is essential to define an efficient data structure for the storage and manage-
ment of the “tsunami” of subproblems that B&B algorithms dynamically generate at runtime.
In [50] an innovative data structure called IVM (for Integer-Vector-Matrix), dedicated to per-
mutation problems, was proposed for the efficient storage of search trees of subproblems (partial
permutations). The IVM data structure is closely related to the encoding of permutations using
Lehmer codes and an interval-based decomposition of the search space. In the case of B&B, the
problem decomposition - a fundamental step in the parallelization methodology [26] - induces
a very large degree of parallelism, but also irregularity, as each portion of the search space
contains an unpredictable and highly irregular amount of work. This strongly irregular nature
makes the parallelization of B&B challenging. In particular, it calls for dynamic load balancing
mechanisms capable of distributing the work load among hundreds of thousands of processing
cores. Based on the interval-based decomposition approach and the IVM data structure we
revisit the parallelization of Branch-and-Bound (B&B) on heterogeneous clusters composed of
multi-core processors and GPU accelerators.

1. multi-core 

2. GPU/multi-GPU

3. hybrid
CPU/GPU
cluster
hybrid 
distributed B&B

multi-core
B&B

accelerated
multi-core B&B

GPU-centric
backtracking

multi-GPU
B&B

GPU-centric
B&B

Figure 1: Tutorial outline

In this tutorial, we provide comprehensive description of the incremental development of
a B&B-algorithm capable of solving the FSP instance Ta056 mentioned above in 9 hours

1https://www.grid5000.fr/
2http://www.top500.org
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using a cluster composed of 9 GPU-accelerated compute nodes and a total of 130 000 Cuda
cores. In Section 2 we describe the sequential B&B algorithm and associated data structures.
We also introduce three permutation-based optimization problems, the flow shop scheduling
problem (FSP), the quadratic assignment (QAP) and the N-Queens problem that are used as
test-cases in this tutorial. Then, we identify potential sources of parallelism and introduce
different parallelization models for B&B. Based on the analysis of the sequential algorithm and
the identified parallelization models, the following sections deal with implementation issues on
various target architectures. As shown in Figure 1, the degree of parallelism and hardware
complexity is increased step by step. Section 3 deals with shared memory multi-core processors
and Section 4 with GPUs and multi-GPU systems. These two approaches are used as building
blocks for the heterogeneous cluster-based B&B described in Section 5.

2 Parallel B&B

2.1 Sequential B&B for permutation problems
As mentioned in the introduction, B&B uses four basic operators (branching, bounding, pruning
and selection) to intelligently explore a usually very large search space. B&B is based on an
implicit enumeration of all the solutions of the problem being solved. The space of potential
solutions (search space) is explored by dynamically building a tree, where the root node
represents the initial problem to be solved, the leaf nodes are the possible solutions and the
internal nodes are subspaces of the total search space. The size of the subspaces is smaller
and smaller as we are close to the leaves. The algorithm proceeds in several iterations. The best
solution found so far is saved and can be improved from an iteration to another. Subproblems
generated and not yet processed are kept in a data structure, for instance a stack, priority
queue, doubly ended queue (deque) or a similar data structure. At the beginning, the data
structure contains the initial problem. At each iteration of the algorithm,

• The branching operator divides a subproblem into several smaller, pairwise disjoint
subproblems. For QAP and N-Queens, we use a forward sequencing branching rule which
decomposes a subproblem of depth d = 0, . . . , N − 1 into N − d smaller subproblems,
each obtained by fixing one of the N−d unscheduled jobs at position d. For instance, the
initial (root) problem is decomposed into N subproblems by trying all possible choices for
the first position. For FSP an adaptive variant of this branching rule, similar to the one
proposed by [58], is used. In this branching scheme jobs are alternatively sequenced in
the front or at the back of partial permutations. While the impact of the variant in terms
of performance is important, it only requires minor modifications at the implementation
level.

• The bounding operator is used to compute a lower-bound value of the optimal solution
of each generated subproblem. The choice of the bounding function is problem-dependent
and has a major impact on the design and implementation of B&B. Therefore, the bound-
ing operators for the three test-cases FSP, QAP and N-Queens are introduced later in
this section. In this tutorial we use the eager evaluation mode [20], which consists in
computing the lower bounds as soon as nodes are generated.

• The pruning operator uses the lower bound to decide whether to eliminate a subproblem
or to continue its exploration. A subproblem s is eliminated (pruned) if LB(s) ≥ f(π∗),
where LB designates the lower bounding function, f the objective function to minimize
and π∗ the best solution found so far (incumbent). If the goal is to find all optimal
solutions, subproblems are only eliminated in the case of a strict inequality.
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• The selection operator chooses one subproblem among all pending subproblems accord-
ing to a predefined exploration strategy. The depth-first search (DFS) strategy is used in
combination with a best-bound first ordering of nodes of the same depth. The reason for
choosing DFS is that memory requirements for other search strategies like pure best-first
search or breadth-first search are often excessive.3

In most B&B algorithms the bounding operator is by far the most time consuming part of
B&B. If multiple lower bounds are available for a given problem, choosing the most suitable
one is a very difficult, sometimes impossible task. Usually stronger bounds (closer to the true
minimal cost of a subproblem) are preferred over weaker bounds even if their computational
cost is higher. Indeed, as they allow to prune larger portions of the exponentially growing
search space this eventually pays off, especially for large problem instances. However, the fact
that some bounding functions may be more suitable for the execution model of a particular
hardware device should also be taken into account. Besides mathematical considerations con-
cerning the strength of a lower bound and its theoretical computational complexity, in practice
the following questions require some attention when implementing parallel B&B: How much
memory is required to evaluate a subproblem? Is there data that can be shared between eval-
uations of different subproblems? Can the computation of lower bounds be parallelized and/or
be vectorized to exploit instruction-level parallelism? Is the bounding function irregular, in the
sense that computational requirements vary from one subproblem to another?

Although B&B can be used, in principle, to solve any type of COP, the nature of the
problem at hand and the computational characteristics of the node evaluation function have a
strong impact on the efficiency of B&B using a particular parallelization approach and target
architecture. We use the following three permutation problems and lower bounding functions
as test-cases in order to reveal problem-dependent behaviors and illustrate design choices.

• The permutation flow shop scheduling problem (FSP) consists in scheduling N jobs
on M machines, given the processing times of jobs in a N ×M matrix. Machines are
arranged in a certain order and must process all jobs in the same order. A given job can
only start on machine k > 0 if is completed on machine k−1 located upstream. Jobs can-
not be interrupted or processed simultaneously on more than one machine. The objective
is to minimize the makespan, i. e. the termination date of the last job on the last ma-
chine. FSP is NP-hard for M > 2 [28]. The computation of lower bounds on the optimal
cost of a subproblem is based on Johnson’s solutions for 2-machine FSP [37]. A detailed
description of this lower bound can be found in [42]. As it solves 2-machine FSP prob-
lems for all machine-pairs its complexity is O(M2N logN). For N = 20, theevaluation
of one subproblem on a single CPU core lasts for 15-35 µsec. While subproblems situ-
ated deeper in the tree tend to be evaluated slightly faster, the lower bound is relatively
homogeneous in the sense that different subproblems require similar time for evaluation.
The computation of a lower bound requires random read-only accesses to different data
structures.

• The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) consists in assigning N facilities to N lo-
cations, given the distances between locations and flows between facilities in two N ×N
matrices. The objective is to find an assignment that minimizes the total cost, given by the
sum of distances multiplied by flows. The well-known Gilmore-Lawler bound (GLB) [31,
44] is used as a lower bound. Its computation involves solving linear assignment problem

3Considering for example the FSP instance Ta056 (50 jobs), the critical tree - which all search strategies
must explore - is composed of a total of 1.7 × 1011 nodes, i. e. on average 3.4 × 109 nodes per depth level.
Supposing that each node is stored using N = 50 integers (1 byte), breadth-first search would require at least
170 GB of memory.
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and can therefore be computed in O(N3) running time [45]. Actual resolution times for
the linear assignment problems are subject to strong input-dependent variations. For an
instance of size N = 20 the computation of a lower bound lasts between 1− 10 µsec.

• The N-Queens puzzle problem consists in placing N non-attacking queens on a N ×N
chessboard. Each board configuration without row or column conflicts corresponds to a
permutation π where π(k) indicates the column in which a queen is put for row k. We
consider the problem variant which consists in finding all valid configurations, i. e. the
goal is to determine all permutations π such that k− j 6= |π(k)− π(j)|, ∀0 < j < k < N .
In order to count all valid solutions we consider finding all minima of the function that
counts the number of diagonal conflicts in a board configuration. Node evaluation for
N -Queens much faster than two optimization problems. Subproblem feasibility can be
decided in O(N) time. Measured evaluation time for subproblems of size N = 15 − 20
are about 1 000 times lower than for FSP, i. e. between 20-50 nsec.

2.2 Data structures and work units
Contrary to the bounding operator, the selection, branching and pruning operators act on
the data structure that stores the generated subproblems. Therefore, the design of the data
structure has a great impact on the efficiency of these operators. A stack implemented as a
linked-list is often used in existing works related to B&B algorithms using depth-first selection.
In [50], it is shown that the IVM data structure, which stands for Integer-Vector-Matrix, allows
to speed up the work pool management using a smaller memory footprint than its linked-list
counterpart.

(a) Tree representation

2 3 411

1 1 3 4
1

(b) Integer-Vector-Matrix

Figure 2: LL and IVM-based representations

The working of the IVM data structure is best explained with an example. Figure 2 illus-
trates a pool of subproblems that could be obtained when solving a permutation problem of
size n = 4 with a DFS-B&B algorithm. On the left-hand side, Figure 2a shows a tree-based
representation of this pool. The parent-child relationship between subproblems is designated
by dashed gray arrows. The jobs before the “/” symbol are scheduled while the following ones
remain to be scheduled. On the other hand, IVM illustrated in Figure 2b indicates the next
subproblem to be solved.

The integer I of IVM gives the level (position of “/” + 1) of this subproblem. In this example,
the level of the next subproblem is 1. The vector V indicates the jobs that are already scheduled
(jobs 2 and 3 in the example) and thus the position of the subproblem among its sibling nodes
in the tree. The matrix M, which is triangular, contains the jobs to be scheduled at each level:
all the N jobs (for a problem with N jobs) for the first row, N − 1 jobs for the second row, and
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so on. To use the IVM data structure in the B&B algorithm, the operators acting on the data
structure are revisited as follows.

• The selection operator indicates the next subproblem (23/14 in the example) to be
solved using the integer and the vector.

• The branching operator consists in copying the jobs - except the selected one, pointed
by V - from the current row into the next one and increasing the level, meaning the value
of I.

• The pruning operator discards subproblems from the search, i. e. by choosing not to
branch these subproblems. The implementation of this operator consists in incrementing
the index in V if possible. Otherwise, the value of the integer I is decremented and the
value of V is incremented.

More detailed description of IVM can be found in [50, 33] Throughout the exploration
process, the vector V behaves like a counter. In the example of Figure 2b, V successively takes
the values 0000, 0010, 0100, . . . , 3200, 3210. These 24 values correspond to the numbering
of the 4! solutions using the factoradic numbering system [40, 43] in which the weight of the
kth position is equal to k! and the digits allowed for the kth position are 0, 1, ..., k. Based
these properties we can say that the algorithm explores the (integer) interval [0, N ![. IVM is
therefore naturally adapted for exploring the search space of permutations of length N ! encoded
as an interval [0, N ![. Using an initialization procedure IVM can also be used to explore any
sub-interval [A,B[⊂ [0, N ![. IVM-based B&B uses factoradic intervals as work units.

2.3 Sources of parallelism in B&B
In this subsection we identify potential sources of parallelism in the B&B algorithm. The
parallelization of B&B is well-studied and several models have been proposed [29, 72, 47].
Following the taxonomy presented in [47], we introduce four different models, in the order of
decreasing granularity.

• The multi-parametric or concurrent B&B model provides a very coarse-grained paral-
lelization of B&B. It consists in launching multiple B&B processes solve the same problem
with different parameters (e. g. search strategies, upper bounds). Although redundant
work is performed it is hoped that high quality solutions are found earlier, thereby accel-
erating the exploration process.

• The parallel tree exploration model is based on a decomposition of the search space
into disjoint parts that are explored in parallel. These parts can be represented by sets
of nodes, where each node (a partial permutation) represents the solutions that can be
reached by completion of that partial permutation. Alternatively, provided a one-to-
one mapping between permutations of length N and integers 0 < i < N !, the search
space can also be encoded as an integer interval [0, N ![ and sub-intervals [A,B[⊂ [0, N ![.
In this model the four B&B operators are applied in parallel, either synchronously or
asynchronously. Because of its ability to reach a very high degree of parallelism, this
models is very frequently used. The main issue raised by this model is load imbalance.
Indeed, due to the pruning of search branches, some parts of the search space represent
a much larger amount of work than others, as illustrated in Figure 3.
As this unequal distribution of work is unpredictable, dynamic load balancing is needed
to keep the independent B&B processes busy. Especially in distributed contexts, the
sharing of the best known solution found so far and termination detection can also be
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challenging. One must be aware that this model alters the exploration order and therefore
the size of the explored B&B tree.

• The parallel evaluation of bounds model assumes that nodes are evaluated imme-
diately after their generation. It consists in computing the bounds of generated sibling
nodes in parallel. The degree of parallelism in this model depends on the branching
scheme and varies according to the depth of a node in the tree.

• Finally, the parallel evaluation of a bound itself may be possible, depending on the
node evaluation function that is used. If the node evaluation function is relatively costly
and parallelizeable, this model is an easy and efficient way to accelerate B&B, as it
requires no parallelization of the search process.

The four described models can be combined in a nested way. While this hierarchy of par-
allel models recalls the hierarchical structure of heterogeneous computing systems, an efficient
mapping of the algorithm must also take problem-specific characteristics into account.

FSP instance Ta020
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[0,20![ divided into 5000 subintervals

Figure 3: Irregular distribution of critical nodes in the search space, represented by the interval [0, 20![
shown on the x-axis. FSP instance Ta020 is used as a representative example for the search space
irregularity that can be observed for all problem instances considered in this tutorial.

3 Parallel B&B for multi-core processors

3.1 Context & Motivation
A major advantage of multi-core processors is the possibility to parallelize a B&B algorithm
using threads instead of processes. Unlike processes, which have their own virtual memory, the
threads of a process share the same virtual memory. Therefore, communications between these
threads are faster than between processes.

Many B&B algorithms based on the use of threads have been developed, including frame-
works[48], algorithmic skeletons [57] and custom implementations for specific application do-
mains, especially global optimization[6, 25, 55, 63, 17].

Recently Herrera et al. [35] compared three implementations of a global optimization (GO)
B&B algorithm using different levels of abstraction: the Bobpp framework [48], Intel Thread
Building Blocks [60] and a custom pthreads [51] implementation. While they find the Bobpp
implementation easiest to code, the authors show that the two other solutions offer better
scalability for the used test-case. For the tackled benchmark instances, the authors report node
processing rates in the order of 106 nodes per second for the sequential version of their custom
implementation on a 2 GHz Sandy Bridge CPU. In [25] a software platform called BNB-Solver is
presented, allowing the use of serial, shared memory and distributed memory B&B. The authors
compare the performance of the BNB-Solver with the ALPS and PEBBL frameworks and show
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that it clearly outperforms the two later when solving knapsack problems (also reporting single-
core node processing rates in the order of 106 nodes per second). However, in [24] the PEBBL
framework has shown excellent scalability results, achieving near-linear speedups on over 6 000
CPU cores - exploring trees with node evaluation costs of about 10 seconds (0.1 nodes per
second).There is no contradiction in these results reported in the literature, but they show that
computational requirements of the node evaluation function need to be considered with care.
Moreover, these results suggest that it is very challenging to develop parallel B&B frameworks
capable of efficiently handling problems with very different granularities and requiring different
data management functionalities.

One of the reasons is that for the time required for managing the pool of subproblems
can become significant when solving fine-grained problems. For instance, the experimental
results presented in [17] show that memory management represents a large percentage of the
computational burden for PAMIGO, a parallel B&B algorithm for global optimization on shared
memory multi-core systems. Indeed, for very fine-grained problems, the operating system needs
to satisfy a huge number of memory allocation and deallocation requests in a short amount
of time, as subproblems are generated at a very high rate. On the other hand, for more
coarse-grained problems (where node evaluation is relatively slow, without requiring too much
memory) this is not an issue.

Most parallel B&B algorithms developed in the literature are based on using one or several
work pool(s) (stacks, deque, etc.) which store subproblems [29]. In these approaches, B&B
threads cooperate by adding subproblems to or removing subproblems from this or these pool(s),
usually implemented as a linked-list (LL). The parallel B&B algorithm stops when this or these
pool(s) is/are empty. The major problem with this approach is that the use of concurrent
data structures is limited in terms of efficiency and scalability. Indeed, the use of private data
structures are highly recommended [2, 66]. As mentioned in the description of the parallel tree
exploration model, the main challenge that comes with using thread-private data structures
(work-pools or intervals) is load balancing.

The work stealing paradigm [11] is frequently used for scheduling irregular parallel programs
such as B&B on shared memory computers and in distributed settings. Over the last decade,
it has been widely adopted as a standard way to distribute tasks among workers. In the
work stealing paradigm, when the local set of tasks is empty, the worker becomes a thief and
attempts to steal work from an active worker, called the victim. A key component of most
work stealing methods is the use of a double-ended queue (deque) by each worker thread. Each
worker thread treats the tail of its own deque as a stack (LIFO), pushing newly created tasks
onto the stack and popping tasks to execute. Thief thrads treat the head of this deque as a
queue from which they steal tasks, meaning that the oldest tasks inserted into a victim’s deque
are stolen first. Many load balancing software and libraries, including Cilk [10, 27], OpenMP
3.0 [53], Intel Threading Building Blocks [60] are based on work stealing. The conventional
work stealing is closely related to the concept of task parallelism, assuming a dynamically
multi-threaded computation, which spawns new tasks on a computer, with a fixed number of
processing cores. The IVM-based B&B algorithm, contrary to linked-list-based approaches does
not dynamically create nodes (tasks) in memory. Instead it uses a fixed-size data structure to
explore a decomposable work unit (an interval).

OpenMP is the industry standard API for shared-memory programming, which enables
serial programs to be parallelized easily using compiler directives. However, irregular compu-
tations could not be easily expressed with OpenMP and the efficient implementation of highly
irregular applications like B&B can be challenging [54]. Therefore the more low-level pthreads
library is often used for the implementation of B&B on shared-memory architectures.
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3.2 IVM-based B&B
The parallel IVM-based B&B approach uses a fixed number of threads, created during the
initialization phase of the algorithm. Each thread in the IVM-based multi-core B&B-algorithm
uses its private IVM structure to locally explore a different portion of the search space, encoded
as an interval. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of a B&B-thread. After one B&B-iteration
(line 4) the thread has either finished the exploration of its interval or not. If it is finished, the
thread selects a work stealing victim, pushes its ID into the victim’s request queue and waits for
an answer. Otherwise the thread answers incoming requests if necessary. The synchronization
of B&B-threads is achieved using POSIX threads implementation of mutexes and semaphores.

Algorithm 1 Multi-core B&B-thread
1: procedure B&B-thread(id)
2: continue←true
3: while (not-all-done) do
4: continue←B&B-iteration(id)
5: if (not-continue) then
6: all-done←check-termination
7: request-work(id) . select-victim; push id to request-queue; wait
8: else if request-received then . request-queue not empty
9: answer-request . get requester id; split interval; unlock requester

10: end if
11: end while
12: end procedure

For the sake of simplicity both termination detection and updating the incumbent are spared
out in Algorithm 1. For termination detection a global counter is atomically incremented when
a work stealing request is emitted and decremented when a request is answered. Each thread
that has finished exploring its interval compares the value of the counter to the number of
B&B-threads (line 6). If both values are equal (i. e. all threads are waiting for work) the
thread sets variable all-done to true, unlocks all waiting threads and exits the while-loop.
Note that the pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 1 is not IVM-specific and can be used for the
a linked-list-based implementation.

Work stealing A work stealing strategy can be defined by two components: a victim selection
policy and a granularity policy. The victim selection policy determines how a thief thread
R chooses its victim S. The granularity policy determines the amount and which part of the
work unit thread R steals from thread S. An ideal victim selection strategy is one which (1)
chooses the victim S with the largest amount of work, (2) and makes this choice as rapidly as
possible. A good granularity policy reduces the number of work stealing operations, meaning
that it allows both victim and thief to work as long as possible without initiating another work
stealing event.

The random-1/2 strategy is used in the vast majority of work stealing runtimes and custom
implementations [11]. In this policy, a victim thread S is randomly selected when a thread R
initiates a work stealing operation. In a linked-list based implementation thread R steals half
of the subproblems in the work pool of thread S. In the interval-based approach, thread R
steals the right half of the victim’s interval [A,B[, i. e. the thief takes interval [(A+ B)/2, B[,
leaving [A, (A+B)/2[ to the victim. Other work stealing strategies are possible.

• In the ring victim selection policy a thread R always steals from its neighbor in a unidi-
rectional ring, i. e. from thread S = (R−1) mod T where T is the number of threads. If
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the thread affinity is matched with the chip architecture the deterministic nature of this
policy may reduce communication costs [41].

• The largest policy aims at stealing from the thread with the most difficult work to finish.
This strategy assumes that larger work unit will be more difficult to finish (which is not
necessarily the case in B&B) and therefore chooses the thread with the largest work unit.

• In the honest policy a thief thread selects the least recent thief as the victim. Similar to
the largest policy this heuristic choice aims at stealing from threads holding a difficult
piece of work. Compared to largest this policy is easier to implement, as it requires
maintaining as shared list with mutually exclusive access.

Except for the ring policy, the steal-1/2 approach is reasonable choice for the granularity policy.
For the ring approach experimental results have shown that it is more suitable a larger portion
of the victims work, proportional to the total number of threads (T ). In the strategy called
ring-1/T , the thief thread leaves W/T of the work (W ) to the victim S and steals (T −1)W/T .
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Figure 4: Comparison of work stealing strategies

Experiments with the three test-problems using up to 240 threads on a Xeon Phi 5110P
(some of the results are shown in Figure 4) indicate that

• the standard random-1/2 is always a good choice, as it is the easiest to implement and
rarely less efficient than the other strategies.

• significant differences are only observed for the very fine-grained N-Queens problem. In
that case the honest-1/2 strategy allows performance gains of about 10% compared to
random-1/2.

• the ring-based approach works much better with the 1/T granularity, but the scalability
of the ring topology is limited.

• compared to random both the largest and honest strategies reduce the number of work
stealing operations, but the performance gain is either insignificant (FSP, QAP) or doesn’t
outweigh the overhead of the victim selection procedure (largest).

GPU acceleration As mentioned, the bounding operator is by far the most time-consuming
of the four operators. It is therefore natural to accelerate this operator using parallel com-
puting. On compute nodes equipped with accelerator devices, e. g. GPU(s), each independent
B&B process may offload the computation of bounds to the accelerator evaluating different (or
each) subproblem(s) in parallel. The model of the GPU-accelerated multi-core B&B is illus-
trated schematically in Figure 5. As the offloading requires data preparation and transfers, the
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Figure 5: GPU-acclerated multi-core B&B

bounding operation should be substantially accelerated in order to offset the incurred overhead.
The accelerator can be used to parallelize the lower bound function itself or to evaluate several
generated subproblems in parallel. For the two test-cases QAP and FSP the bounding function
itself is hard to parallelize and each lower bound is computed by one GPU thread. The bound-
ing operation is carried out in three steps. The first step consists in copying the generated
subproblems to the device. Secondly, a kernel is launched to performs the evaluation of the
subproblems on the device. The host thread needs to wait for the completion of this kernel since
it produces lower bounds which are needed for the pruning operation. Modern GPU allow mul-
tiple CPU threads to perform these operations in parallel, associating a different stream with
each thread. Depending on the GPU architecture CUDA-enabled GPUs can execute up to 128
kernels concurrently. This allows to keep the GPU busy, effectively overlapping data transfers
and computation. In order to accelerate the bounding operation effectively, the GPU should
be saturated by offloading a sufficiently large number of subproblems. However, the quantity
of subproblems generated in a single iteration by one B&B process may not yield an acceptable
GPU-occupancy. To solve this issue, the number of B&B processes handled (sequentially) per
CPU thread may be increased. In that case each CPU thread applies the branching, selection
and pruning operators sequentially to several pools (IVMs).

3.3 Experimental evaluation of multi-core B&B
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Figure 6: Multi-core B&B. Speedup for three instances of permutation problems: QAP - nug16a
(NN = 841 732/T1 = 107 sec ); FSP - Ta030 (NN = 1648 102/T1 = 897 sec); 15-Queens (NN =
159 772 664/T1 = 78 sec). NN : #decomposed nodes.

Figure 6 reports some experimental results evaluating the IVM-based multi-core approach
on a NUMA node composed of 2 10-core CPUs (2× E5-2630v4 Broadwell 2.20GHz) with hyper-
threading capability delivering two processing threads per physical core. The figure shows the
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speedup T1/Tp, where T1 is the execution time using a single processing core and Tp is the
execution time using p processing cores. One instance of each test problem was selected for
the evaluation. In order to make sure that the same amount of work is done at each parallel
execution, the algorithm is initialized at the optimal solution. Therefore, the search proves the
optimality of this solution by exploring the critical tree, i. e. it decomposes all nodes for with
lower bounds smaller than the optimal cost. For the three instances the number of decomposed
(critical) nodes and the execution time on a single core is shown in the caption of Figure 6. One
can see that for the three problem instances near-linear speedup is observed up to the number
of physical cores (20). Using more threads than physical cores, hyperthreading may provide an
additional performance boost, depending on the problem instance. In should be noted that the
selected instances are sufficiently large to allow close to linear speedup. Indeed, for very small
instances the time spend in ramp-up and shut-down phases with limited parallelism becomes
significant. In order to achieve at least 90% efficiency (T1/pTp) on this system the execution
time on a single core should exceed 15 seconds.
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Figure 7: Node processing rates [decomposed nodes/second (n/s)] for linked-list (LL) and IVM-based
multi-core B&B (32 threads). Averages for 20-job/20-machines FSP instances Ta021-Ta030, QAPLib
instances of size 16-20 and 14-18-Queens. Note the change of scale.

As illustrated in Figure 7, using IVM instead of conventional linked-list-based data struc-
tures has a significant impact on the resolution time if the cost of the bounding function is
relatively low. Figure 8 shows that a similar effect can be observed when the bounding op-
erator is GPU-accelerated. For different FSP and QAP instances the ratio TLL/TIV M (using
GPU-acceleration) is plotted against the achieved node processing rate. Comparison with the
non-accelerated rates in Figure 7 shows that the GPU-acceleration of the bounding operator
provides a significant increase in processing speed (e. g. about 30× for FSP). As a conse-
quence, the time spent in pool management operations becomes significant and their efficient
implementation using IVM (instead of a linked-list) allows to reduce the execution time.

multi-core B&B with accelerated bounding
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Figure 8: Ratio between execution time of linked-list based and IVM-based GPU-accelerated B&B
in function of the node processing rate for different FSP and QAP instances. The more nodes are
decomposed per time unit, the more the application benefits from using IVM.
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4 GPU-centric parallel B&B

4.1 GPU computing environment

Figure 9: GPU hardware view

For a long time, GPU computing has been used to
speed up image and video processing. Since 2006, with
the introduction by Nvidia of its Cuda software toolkit
the use of GPUs has been extended to numerous other
application domains including combinatorial optimiza-
tion. The popularity of Cuda is due to its simplicity as
it is an extension of the C language with data parallel
features [52]. The principle is easy: the programmer
writes a code for one thread (kernel) and can instanti-
ate it on a large number of threads to allow massive parallel computing on GPU. In addition,
Cuda is portable between successive generations allowing transparent scalability of Cuda ap-
plications. Before the Cuda parallel model is presented, let us recall the hardware architecture
of a GPU device. As shown in Figure 9, a GPU is a coprocessor, coupled to a CPU through
a PCI Express bus or NVLink (in some recent systems). In the Cuda vocabulary, the proces-
sor is called host and the GPU is called device. The GPU is composed by a set of streaming
multi-processors (SM processors) including each a pool of 32-bit or 64-bit SIMD processors
(processing cores). For instance, a Pascal P100 GPU device contains 56 multi-processors com-
posed of 64 Cuda cores for a total of 3 584 Cuda cores. A GPU is also composed of several
memories including global and local off-chip memories, and a shared memory, registers and a
cache memory. These memories have different characteristics in terms of size and access latency.
For instance, the global memory is big and has a long latency while registers are small and fast
memories.

From software programming point of view, as illustrated in Figure 10, a GPU Cuda-based
parallel program is composed of two parts: a host part and a device part. The host part is
a serial or weakly parallel code because the number of CPU cores is small compared to the
number of GPU cores. The device part is massively parallel because a GPU contains from
hundreds to thousands of processing cores. During the execution of a parallel program the
host part issues kernels to one or more streams for execution on the device. Each stream is
a first-in first-out (FIFO) queue of kernels and other Cuda calls, and multiple streams can be
used concurrently. Kernels are executed according to a two-level parallelism: at the higher
level the processors (SMs) execute the thread kernel according to the Single Program Multiple
Data (SPMD) model. At the lower level (intra-SM), the threads are executed according to the
Single Instruction Multiple Data (or SIMD) or Single Instruction Multiple Thread (or SIMT)
model. Indeed, inside each processor the instruction flow composing a thread kernel is executed
according to the SIMD model.

Figure 10: GPU software view
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4.2 Context & Motivation
Existing GPU-accelerated B&B algorithms in the literature can be broadly divided into two
approaches. The first consists in offloading active nodes for parallel evaluation to the device
while maintaining one or several work pools on the CPU [19, 3, 13], similar to the GPU-
acclerated B&B presented in the previous section. This offloading approach requires careful
design and tuning of data transfers between host and accelerator [18, 67, 73]. To reduce the
amount of data transferred at each iteration [19] propose to also perform branching and pruning
on the device. This approach is illustrated in Figure 11a and corresponds to the acceleration
approach described in Section 3. It can be very efficient if the bounding operator fits the GPU’s
execution model well and if computations on the GPU lasts long enough to be overlapped with
data transfers and CPU-based pool management operations.

(a) Illustration of GPU-accelerated bounding
in B&B

(b) Illustration of the “Active Set” approach

Figure 11: Two B&B-parallelization approaches using GPU-acceleration

However, for very fine-grained problems the approach becomes less efficient, as the sequential
(or weakly parallel) execution of pool management operations on the host becomes a sequential
bottleneck. The second approach that can be found in the literature aims at implementing
massively parallel tree search on the GPU [16, 76, 12]. For that the B&B starts on the CPU,
storing all promising nodes at a user-defined depth in a data structure called active set on the
host. This set of nodes is sent to the device and each of its subproblems is used as a concurrent
root for an independent GPU-based B&B process. This approach is illustrated in Figure 11b.
There are two main issues with this approach. Firstly, it requires careful tuning of the cutoff
depth for the initial CPU-based search, generating a number of subproblems sufficiently large
for an efficient execution on the device, but small enough to keep the execution time of the
sequential CPU search negligible. Secondly, for highly irregular problem instances the static
search space decomposition of the approach leads to load imbalance. For the implementation of
the search process on GPU, finding a suitable data structure for the storage and management
of the search space is of crucial importance. The reason is that dynamic data structures like
stacks etc. perform quite poorly on GPUs as the development of fast massively parallel memory
allocators is still an active field of research [74, 70]. In [62, 59, 61] DFS is implemented using a
bitset-based data structure, which is highly efficient for sequential DFS, but it is unclear how
to build a dynamic load balancing mechanism on top of these data structures.

IVM opens up a third approach that consists in implementing the entire algorithm on the
device, including a load balancing mechanism inspired by work stealing. This GPU-centric ap-
proach requires no CPU-GPU data transfers to explore the search space which is dynamically
decomposed without CPU intervention. Two variants of GPU-centric B&B are proposed, using
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different parallelization models for problems with different granularities. Both variants are ex-
tended to multi-GPU systems. We present and discuss design choices and mapping approaches,
as well as different GPU-based work stealing strategies.

4.3 GPU-centric implementation of B&B
The IVM data structure, thanks to its small and constant memory footprint is well-suited for
the execution model of GPUs. The idea is to use a fixed number of IVM structures on the
GPU. The B&B operators are implemented as kernels that act in data-parallel fashion on the
IVM structures, exploring a large number of intervals synchronously in parallel. The algorithm
alternates exploration and load balancing phases during which some intervals are divided to
replace empty intervals (i. e. intervals whose exploration is completed). After completing an
iteration a single boolean variable needs to be copied back to the host indicating whether non-
empty intervals remain to be explored. This is necessary because the main while-loop of B&B
is executed on the host. Figure 12 illustrates the high-level structure of the GPU-centric B&B
algorithm.

Figure 12: GPU-centric bi-
level parallel B&B

Design choice 1: Monolithic kernel vs. multiple small
kernels. If the entire B&B algorithm can run on the device,
why is the main while-loop still executed on the host? Nothing
in the GPU execution model forbids the implementation of the
entire B&B algorithm inside a single kernel. This could minimize
kernel launch overheads and avoid repeatedly swapping data be-
tween global and shared memory. Indeed, while the kernel launch
overhead itself is negligible, the fact that shared memory is not
persistent across kernel calls incurs significant overhead. How-
ever, for different reasons it is preferable to use several kernels
placed inside a while-loop which is repeated until the entire in-
terval [0, N !] is explored. A first reason is that the interval-based
load balancing approach requires synchronization between two
arbitrary B&B processes (i. e. threads), meaning global synchro-
nization. While in-kernel global synchronization barriers can be
implemented, they impose severe restrictions on the maximal ker-

nel launch configuration [75], which is one of the reasons why global synchronization is usually
achieved implicitly through kernel termination. A second reason is that the host cannot safely
interrupt the execution of a running kernel, which may become an issue when the GPU-centric
B&B needs to communicate with other B&B processes as part of a larger configuration (e. g. a
cluster of GPUs). As a third reason, a large monolithic kernel has a higher memory requirements
(e. g. register usage) than several smaller kernels, which may lead to less efficient execution
(register spilling, limited occupancy due to excessive memory requirements, etc). Finally, using
several kernels with separated concerns allows to optimize the execution of these kernels inde-
pendently and the fact that control is frequently returned to the CPU facilitates monitoring
the exploration progress, debugging and inter-GPU communication. While both approaches
have (dis)advantages, from a methodological programming point of view it is clearly preferable
to start writing separate small kernels that can eventually be merged together, rather than the
opposite way.

Design choice 2: Mapping The next fundamental choice we have to make is how to map
threads onto data (i. e. IVMs, subproblems). In the multi-core case a natural way is to have
each (asynchronous) thread handle one IVM (=one B&B process) as well as the bounding
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of subproblems generated at each iteration. As different B&B processes generate a different

Figure 13: Thread divergence in bounding operator

number of subproblems, in the synchronous GPU execution mode the same approach leads
to thread divergence and penalizes performance. For illustration, consider a group of threads
(a warp) that executes the pseudo-code shown in Figure 13 in lockstep. The number of lower
bounds to compute at depth d (N−d) evaluates differently for different threads within the same
warp 4. Therefore, threads for which s > N−d are disabled while the other threads in the same
warp complete the execution of the for-loop. Taking into account that the algorithm usually
spends more than 90% of time in the function computeLB this is a huge waste of execution
slots.

As the iterations (sibling subproblems) are independent this can be avoided by refining
the granularity in this computationally intensive part of the algorithm. Instead of mapping
threads to IVMs, we can have each thread evaluate the lower bounds of a single subproblem. As
illustrated by the different sizes of the green rectangles in Figure 13, the computation of bounds
itself is not homogeneous, but the induced thread divergence is less harmful.This granularity
refinement corresponds to a nesting of the parallel evaluation of bounds model inside the parallel
tree exploration model. At the interface of the two levels, a compact mapping threads onto
subproblems is build, using a parallel prefix sum computation [32].

Figure 14: GPU-centric paral-
lel backtracking

Variant: GPU-centric backtracking The goal of the de-
scribed bi-level approach is to extract fine-grained parallelism in
the bounding operation, thereby reducing the detrimental effect
of diverging costly execution paths. For more fine-grained prob-
lems like N-Queens the same branch divergence occurs, but it is
less detrimental to the overall performance of the algorithm, be-
cause the diverging paths re-converge relatively fast. Therefore,
the same optimization technique revealed inefficient when B&B is
applied to the N-Queens problem. In this case it is more promis-
ing to accept the presence of thread divergence in this part of the
algorithm and focus on improving the use of shared memory and
register usage. For that we merge the different B&B operators
into a single kernel and perform several B&B operations within
that kernel (see the discussion of design choice 1). We refer to
this variant of the algorithm as GPU-centric backtracking (with
search space pruning). The approach is illustrated in Figure 14.

In this variant, each thread handles one IVM structure, which can be partially stored in shared
4in Cuda terminology, a warp designates a group of threads that constitute a basic scheduling unit. Currently,

the warp-size in all Cuda-capable GPUs is 32
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memory (except the matrix). Although several iterations are performed within the same kernel,
a global synchronization barrier (i. e. kernel termination) is needed for load balancing. In order
to dynamically terminate the kernel execution a trigger-mechanism was proposed in [56]. This
mechanism works as follows. After each B&B-iteration each thread checks whether it has fin-
ished the exploration of its interval. If the interval is empty the thread atomically increments a
counter stored in global device memory and exits - otherwise it moves on to the next iteration.
When the value of the counter is greater than a predefined threshold all threads exit the kernel,
thereby triggering a load balancing phase. The calibration of the threshold needs to be done
manually.

Work stealing for GPU-centric B&B As indicated in Figures 12 and 14 the GPU-centric
B&B periodically launches work stealing phases to redistribute intervals among IVMs. The
work stealing approach used in the multi-core algorithm needs to be adapted to the GPU
execution model. In contrast to the asynchronous multi-core execution a work stealing operation
on the GPU does not involve two distinct threads, but one IVM with an empty interval and
one with a non-empty interval, i. e. two distinct memory locations. Moreover, work stealing
operations are performed synchronously in parallel and without mutual exclusion primitives.
The challenge consists in building a one-to-one mapping of empty intervals (thiefs) onto non-
empty intervals (victims). This mapping should be build in parallel on the GPU in order to
avoid excessive overheads, large intervals should be selected preferably and no double selection
of victims must occur. This mapping is used to transfer the right half of victim B&B processes
to the corresponding thieves (here, we use the terminology of thief and victim “processes”
as an abstraction to describe parallel read/write operations from and to distinct locations in
global device memory). Several victim selection policies for this approach are presented in [36].
A simple way is to use a ring selection strategy: IVMs (B&B processes) are arranged in a
(virtual) unidirectional ring, where each empty IVM attempts to steal from its neighbor. The
diameter of this topology is too large and work is distributed very slowly among all IVMs.
Therefore it is preferable to use global matching schemes [38] or topologies with lower diameter
like hypercubes [36].

Extension to multi-GPU systems Many GPU-accelerated compute nodes are equipped
with more than one GPU. While direct memory accesses between NVLink-connected GPUs
are possible [14], the execution of Cuda kernels is bound to a single device. Therefore the
GPU-centric B&B algorithm does not scale transparently to multi-GPU systems. One possible
approach is to have one CPU thread launch the B&B kernels in round-robin fashion on the
available GPUs and periodically centralize all intervals to balance the remaining work either on
CPU or on one of the GPUs. The asynchronous approach presented here consists in using as
many POSIX threads as available GPUs and have each thread control one GPU-centric B&B.
As device-to-device work stealing operations are more costly than intra-device operations, the
extension of GPU-centric B&B to multi-GPU systems is done in a hierarchical way. On the
inter-device level each GPU is seen as a single worker which attempts to steal from another
GPU only if there is no more local work available. In other words, on the global (inter-GPU)
level work units are redefined as collections of local work units (intervals). An inter-GPU work
stealing operation between GPUs handling the same number of IVM, can be defined as a one-
to-one stealing operation between multiple IVMs (IVM k of GPU A attempts to steal from
IVM k of GPU B). The victim selection policies and communication schemes of the multi-core
algorithm can be used in this context.
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4.4 Experimental evaluation
Figure 15 shows the execution time for the GPU-centric backtracking algorithm according to
the adjustment of the work stealing trigger for 1-4 GPUs. One can see that the performance
depends strongly on the calibration of the trigger mechanism. The use of this mechanism
is clearly beneficial compared to a no-trigger algorithm. Indeed, a trigger value equal to 0
corresponds to a trigger-less version of the algorithm, where a load balancing phase is launched
at each iteration (i. e. equivalent to the algorithm shown in Figure 12. For both test cases and
a single GPU a factor 10× can be gained by using the triggering mechanism and setting is to
a suitable value.

16-Queens (563x106 nodes) - 32768 IVM/GPU
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Figure 15: Impact of work stealing trigger on perfomance of 16-Queens solution enumeration. The
value of the work stealing trigger (x-axis) is expressed as a percentage (for 32768 IVMs per GPU, 10%
means that a GPU triggers a work stealing phase when at least 3276 of its intervals are empty).

One can also notice that the results obtained for 3 and especially 4 GPUs are less robust.
This is due to the use of the random strategy in combination with the trigger mechanism. The
random victim selection for inter-GPU work stealing naturally introduces some randomness
in the obtained results. However, this effect is amplified by the use of the trigger-mechanism.
While a GPU is in the midst of a node expansion phase it cannot respond to incoming requests.
Nevertheless, this GPU can still be selected as a work stealing victim, and the thief thread
needs to wait until the selected victim returns to the CPU. To overcome this issue it would
be necessary to send a signal to the victim device, requesting an interruption of the current
kernel execution. However, this is currently impossible, as Cuda provides no guarantee for data
coherence between a running kernel and concurrent data transfers.
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Figure 16: Execution time for FSP instance Ta023 (140.8×106 nodes, 22.5 hours single-core execution
time) using up to 4 GeForce GTX 980 GPUs (2048 CUDA cores@1 126 MHz) with a varying number
of B&B-processes (IVMs) per GPU. Both axis are in log2 scale.

Figure 16 shows experimental results obtained for FSP instance Ta023 (20 jobs/20 ma-
chines) on a compute node equipped with 4 GeForce GTX 980 GPUs. Using between 512
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and 32 768 B&B processes per GPU the execution time is divided by 2 doubling the number
of GPUs. The resolution of this instance using a single CPU core (2.3 GHz) requires almost
one day (22.5 hours) of computation and 4 minutes (256 seconds) using 32 768 IVMs on a
single GPU. Using 4 GPUs and a total of 131 072 B&B processes the resolution time is reduced
to about 1 minute (64 seconds), providing a speedup of three orders of magnitude (1 250×)
compared to a single-core resolution.

For the QAP scalability results are similar (for instances that last at least 15 seconds on a
single GPU). However, the acceleration factors with respect to a CPU-based algorithm are much
lower, as the execution on 4 GPUs provides speedups of 100-150× compared to a single-core
execution. This can be explained by the fact that implementation of the bounding operator less
suited for GPU-execution, as the evaluation of lower bounds induces high memory requirements
per thread (one N×N matrix per thread) and strong thread divergence (the resolution of linear
assignment problems in the evaluation procedure is irregular).

Figure 17 compares GPU-accelerated approach presented in Section 3 and the GPU-centric
B&B for FSP and QAP. For the N-Queens problem, the offloading approach has not been
tested. As shown on the right-hand side of Figure 17 the GPU-centric backtracking for N-
Queens achieves an average speedup of 25× compared to a multi-core B&B using 32 threads
(700× compared to single-core execution).
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Figure 17: Comparison of node processing rates (in 106 decomposed nodes/second for GPU-accelerated
approach (Section 3) and GPU-centric approach. The performance achieved by a 32-threaded multi-
core algorithm are also shown.

5 B&B for heterogeneous CPU/GPU cluster

5.1 Context & Motivation
In order to solve larger instances of permutation-based optimization problems the resources
provided by a single compute-node (usually not more than 4 GPUs) are not enough. This
section deals with the design of a distributed, heterogeneous B&B algorithm integrating the
parallel multi-core and GPU algorithms as building blocks.

Scalability on CPU/GPU clusters composed of hundreds of thousands to millions of cores
induces the heterogeneity issue [64]. Another critical issue is fault tolerance because harnessing
millions of cores results in a very high probability of failure, one of the main roadblocks to
exascale [69]. Indeed, the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) decreases with every new
generation of supercomputers. For instance, the BlueGene/P system “Intrepid” (#4 in the
June 2008 Top500 list) has a reported MTBF of 7.5 days, for the BlueGene/Q “Sequoia” system
(#3 in the Nov. 2013 Top500 list) a node failure rate of 1.25 per day [65] has been reported,
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whereas the MTBF of more recent supercomputers drops to less than one hour. Consequently,
in the ultra-scale context failures are no longer exceptions but the daily of applications.

There are very few works on the parallelization of B&B using multiple GPUs and CPUs in
distributed heterogeneous systems. In [73] a linked-list-based fully distributed B&B algorithm
combining multiple GPUs and CPUs is proposed. Load balancing is achieved by using a ran-
dom work stealing approach using an adaptive granularity policy that taken into account the
normalized computing power of thief and victim. The algorithm is based on a 2-level parallel
model offloading the parallel evaluation of lower bounds to the GPU, tackling 20 jobs-on-20
machines FSP instances on a platform composed of 20 GPUs and 128 CPUs. In [19] the com-
bined usage of multi-core and GPU-processing is investigated. An experimental comparison of
concurrent and cooperative approaches shows that the cooperative approach improves the per-
formance with respect to a GPU-only approach while the concurrent approach is not beneficial.
Among other issues, the authors identify the reduction of CPU-GPU communication overhead
as a major challenge and propose overlapping communication schemes and auto-tuning of the
offloaded pool sizes to deal with these issues.

Some of the largest known exact resolutions of COPs (e. g. QAP instance nug30 [4], FSP
instance Ta056 [49]) have been performed using the Master-Worker paradigm in combination
with grid computing technologies. The B&B@Grid platform [49] uses an interval-encoding for
work units which significantly reduces the size of messages sent through the network. Designed
for volatile computing environments, B&B@Grid is designed in a fault-tolerant manner using
a checkpoint-restart mechanism. In [7] an adaptive multi-layer hierarchical master-worker ap-
proach is used. The proposed approach evolves as new resources join the computation, and
integrates three types of processes, a supermaster, masters and workers. Results obtained at
the scale of up to 2 000 CPUs show that the multi-layered hierarchical approach clearly outper-
forms single-layered and classical Master-Worker approach, as the hierarchical approach reduces
resource contention at the level of the master and idle time of the workers. In [8] this approach
is extended and a fault-tolerance mechanism is included.

To the best of our knowledge, the scalability, heterogeneity and fault tolerance issues have
never been investigated jointly within the context of parallel optimization, but only been ad-
dressed separately.

5.2 B&B for CPU/GPU cluster
Using B&B@Grid [49] as a starting point, we integrate the previously presented multi-core
and GPU-centric algorithms into a distributed master-worker B&B for CPU-GPU clusters. In
order to achieve good locality of reference the approach is hierarchical, as multi-core processors
and GPUs are seen as single workers on the global level. Work units on the inter-node level are
redefined as collections of intervals instead of single intervals. Load balancing, checkpointing
and communication mechanisms are revisited consequently.

The master-worker approach works as follows. In order to enable the recovery of intervals
in case of a worker failure, the master process keeps a copy of all currently explored intervals
and unassigned intervals. The master process also stores exploration statistics and the best
solution found so far. Workers can join and leave the computation at any time. In order
to acquire work units idle workers contact the master which answers the request by sending
either a non-assigned or a portion of a currently explored work unit to worker process. The
master is therefore responsible for load balancing. Using a pull-model instead of a master
that pushes work units to the workers relieves the master from maintaining a list of workers
(and their types) currently participation in the computation. Each workers locally explore a
set of intervals and periodically sends the current state of its work unit to the master which
updates the corresponding copy. The basic idea is that the master process has at each moment
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a “recent” global view of the exploration process.
When a worker process becomes unreachable, the progress it made since the last check-

pointing operation is lost, but the intervals will eventually be assigned to another worker. At
regular intervals, the master process saves the global snapshot of the exploration process to
a file, allowing the application to recover from a coordinator failure. The importance of the
periodic checkpointing operations is twofold. On the one hand, in the case of node failure the
last copy of the interval becomes available for other workers, and the progress made since the
last update is lost. On the other hand, as idle workers steal from the last copy of the work unit,
there is a risk that a part of the work done since the last checkpointing operation is performed
redundantly. The risk is particularly high in the ramp-up and shut-down phases, where most
of the work stealing operations occur.

Figure 18: Asynchronous checkpointing operations

Redundant exploration can be avoided if the master process has an accurate copy of the
currently remaining intervals to be explored, which means that workers should checkpoint fre-
quently. In order to allow workers to perform useful work during checkpointing operations
an asynchronous communication scheme, illustrated in Figure 18, is used. In addition to the
B&B-thread(s) used for the interval-exploration each worker uses one (POSIX) thread for com-
munication with the master process. When a checkpoint operation is triggered, the B&B-thread
copies the current intervals to a buffer an resumes working. The communicator-thread serial-
izes the data for transmission, sends the intervals to the master and waits for a reply message.
There are two types of reply messages. Either the worker-thread needs to be informed about
a new incumbent or about the remote modification of its work unit, or not. In the second case
the worker does not need to interrupt its work progress and the communicator-thread becomes
available to perform a new checkpoint operation. Assuming that the communicator-thread is
ready, a checkpoint operation is triggered if one of the following conditions is true.

1. No more work is locally available, i. e. the worker requests new work from the server.
This is the case when all intervals of the work unit are empty.

2. The server has not been contacted for a time exceeding a user-defined fixed time period.
By default, this parameter is set to 30 seconds.

3. The worker has improved the best found solution. It is important to communicate this
information as soon as possible to all participating processes because it makes the pruning
mechanism of all workers more efficient.

4. A local load balancing operation was performed. In order to limit the amount of commu-
nications, workers perform local load balancing operation only if more than 10% of local
intervals are empty.

5.3 Experimental evaluation
The Taillard FSP instances defined by 20 jobs and 20 machines (Ta021-Ta030) are solved within
about one minute on a single multi-GPU node, meaning that they are too small to serve as
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meaningful benchmark instances on clusters composed of dozens of GPUs. However, most of the
instances defined by 50 jobs and 20 machines (Ta051-Ta060) require too much computational
resources to be solved within a reasonable amount of time. Indeed, Ta056 is currently the only
of these instances for which the best known solution has been proven optimal. As mentioned
before, Ta056 first solved to optimality in 2006 using the B&B@Grid [49] approach during 25
days, exploiting on average 328 processors distributed on 9 clusters of the French experimental
testbed Grid’5000.
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Figure 19: Resolution of FSP instance Ta056 (174 × 109 decomposed nodes). 2006: B&B@Grid
([49]), 2015: multi- GPU-B&B (4xGTX980), 06/2017: distributed GPU-B&B (16×GTX1080Ti),
08/2017: hybrid distributed GPU/CPU-B&B (36×P100 + 18×Power8+).

The execution times and approximate power consumptions of three different resolutions
using multiple GPUs are reported in Figure 19. These resolutions are performed under identical
initial conditions as in the B&B@Grid experiment [49], i. e. the initial upper bound is set to the
optimal cost plus one unit (3 680), which allows one to verify the correctness of the algorithm.
The three resolutions of Ta056 all find the same optimal solution with cost (3 679). Figure 19
shows the execution times using Grid’5000 in 2006, a GPU-accelerated compute node in 2015
and two hybrid GPU-based clusters in 2017. On a cluster of 9 GPU-accelerated compute nodes
(4 GPUs and 2 CPUs each, 130 000 CUDA cores in total) our approach reduces the resolution
time from 600 hours (25 days) to 9 hours. In the two cluster-based resolutions the GPUs
did 97% of the total amount of work while only 3% of nodes were decomposed by multi-core
workers. Indeed, as shown in the previous sections, for the FSP a GPU-based worker provides
a much higher processing speed. However, this proportion will change for a different problem
and/or a different execution platform.

Figure 19 also indicates an approximate value for the energy consumption of each resolution.
These values are based on the Thermal Design Power (TDP) of CPUs and GPUs, as listed by
the respective vendors. For example, the GTX 980 GPU is listed with a TDP of 165 W and the
host Xeon CPUs with 85 W, so an indicative value for the energy consumption of the single-
node resolution (2015) is given by (4 × 165 + 2 × 85)W×228h ≈ 190 kWh. For the resolution
on the Grid’5000 cluster chifflet at the Lille site the approximate power consumption was
actually observable using Ganglia tool, indicating that power remained approximately constant
at 5.4 kW during the entire exploration process. For 23.5 hours this amounts to an energy
consumption of 130 kWh, which is close to the TDP-based estimation of 140 W.

As the complete resolution of the other 50-job/20-machine FSP instances requires too much
processing power, we evaluate the scalability of the approach by exploring only a subinterval
(fixed at a suitable size) for these instances. The experimental results for one of these generated
instances, lasting about 4 hours on a single P100 GPU, are shown in Figure 20a. Using 36
devices allows to reduce the execution time by a factor 30× compared to a single GPU, meaning
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Figure 20: Scaling with number of GPUs

an (GPU-)efficiency of 30/36 = 0.83 is achieved. This result describes the strong scaling with
the number of GPU devices for a fixed size work load.

When evaluating the performance of a parallel program one must be aware of the total
workload that is considered and distinguish between strong scaling and weak scaling, which
considers how resolution time varies with the number of processors for a fixed problem size per
processor. Figure 20b illustrates this behavior for the heterogeneous cluster-based B&B.

6 Conclusion
In this tutorial we provided a methodology for the design of a parallel branch-and-bound (B&B)
on heterogeneous clusters combining multi-core CPUs and GPUs. The structure of this tuto-
rial followed the actual development of the algorithm, beginning with an implementation for
single processing cores, to multi-core, GPU and multi-GPU systems, and finally integrating
those building blocks in a heterogeneous cluster-based B&B algorithm. At each step, we dis-
cussed related challenges and design choices and validated each step by experimental evaluations
using three different test-problems. Even though the focus is put on the exact resolution of
permutation-based combinatorial optimization problems, a similar methodology can be adopted
for other challenging optimization problems that require ultra-scale parallel computing. B&B
is a highly irregular application whose efficient parallelization is a challenging task that has
been the subject of many research efforts over the last three decades. Therefore, at least some
of the concepts and issues dealt with in this tutorial (e. g. problem decomposition and gran-
ularity, load balancing, weak and strong scalability, control flow divergence, GPU occupancy,
fault tolerance, resource heterogeneity) need to be addressed by any parallelization approach
aiming at the efficient exploitation of large-scale parallel computing.

An important aspect that has not been dealt with in this tutorial is the programmability
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of ultra-scale computers. Indeed, the increasing complexity these computing systems and de-
teriorating reliability of their hardware components calls for new programming environments
that allow applications to run efficiently at extreme scales [21] on these machines. It is a
currently open and actively investigated issue to develop programming environments that im-
prove the programmability of heterogeneous systems compared to the current de facto standard
MPI+OpenMP/pthreads+Cuda/OpenCL, that are highly scalable and satisfy fault tolerance
requirements (see for example [46, 5, 68, 1, 9, 22]). In the context of big optimization problems,
the investigation of emerging programming environments and execution supports able to deal
with exascale challenges is an important issue that remains to be done.
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Editorial

Parallel optimization using/for multi and many-core high
performance computing

On the path to exascale which is fast approaching, multi- and
many-core (co)processors are increasingly becoming key-building
blocks of many computing platforms, as evidenced in the Top500
international ranking. On the other hand, plenty of hard problems
in a wide range of areas (biology, energy, etc.) are often mod-
eled and tackled using optimization approaches. These approaches
include mainly greedy algorithms, exact methods (dynamic pro-
gramming, Branch-and-X, constraint programming, A∗, etc.) and
meta-heuristics (evolutionary algorithms, particle swarm, ant or
bee colonies, simulated annealing, Tabu search, etc.). In many
researchworks, on the one hand, optimization techniques are used
to face high performance computing (HPC) challenges including
hardware design, compiling, scheduling, auto-tuning, etc. On the
other hand, optimization problems become increasingly large and
complex, forcing the use of parallel computing for their efficient
and effective resolution. The design and implementation of parallel
optimization methods raise several issues such as load balancing,
data locality and placement, fault tolerance, scalability, thread
divergence, etc.

This special issue invited high-quality contributions on the
joint use of advanced (discrete, continuous or mixed, single or
multi/many-objective, static or dynamic, deterministic or stochas-
tic, hybrid) optimization methods and distributed and/or parallel
multi/many-core computing, and any related issues. While the
submissions were on the topics of the POMCO’2016 workshop
organized in conjunction with HPC&S’2016, the call for papers was
open to all contributors. We received 17 submissions from several
different countries. The submissions were rigorously reviewed
by at least three expert external reviewers, and further carefully
evaluated by the guest editors. After the review process, only 5
were finally accepted for publication. We thank all the reviewers
for their critical and expert help. Below, we provide an overview of
the papers appearing in this volume.

In [1], the authors address the irregular combinatorial problem
of finding the smallest binary tree size generated by the iterative
partitioning of the regular simplex by a longest edge. Solving
this problem requires an increasing computational burden in size
(dimension and stopping criterion). Several multi-core algorithms
are proposed and compared using TBB and PThread for threaded
implementation. The TBB-based approach uses a static number of
threads and features task stealing while the Pthread-based one
uses a dynamic number of threads and the creation-destruction
policy implicitly implementing load balancing. According to the
reported experimental results several interesting observations re-
latedmainly to memorymanagement and dynamic load balancing

canbehighlighted. First, the TBBversion outperforms its Pthreaded
counterpart for the small instances of the problem, but fails to solve
the largest one. The Pthread version could solve more instances
than TBBmore efficiently, especially for the hardest instances. This
can be explained by the way in which threads get work units from
the search tree. Indeed, Breadth-First search is activated at deeper
levels of the tree which results in less memory requirement. In
addition, the LLAlloc memory allocator of LockLess Inc has been
demonstrated to be the best among multiple experimentally eval-
uated allocators.

Another irregular combinatorial problem is tackled using par-
allel exact optimization in [5]. The problem, called Multiple Se-
quence Assignement (MSA), is a basic operation in bioinformatics
highly useful to find out the similarities among a set of sequences.
MSA is modeled as a search for the path with minimum cost in a
graph and solved using the state-of-the-art A∗ algorithm revisited
in the paper using in single-core as well as multi-threaded com-
puting for multi-core platforms. The design of a multi-threaded
A∗ (PA-Star) for solving MSA raises two major challenges: irreg-
ular data access patterns and substantial memory requirements.
The first challenge is raised using a one-level hash function with
locality preserving characteristics allowing to reduce the over-
head induced by the communications between threads, thereby
increasing the scalability of the algorithm. The memory issue is
addressed using out-of-memory computing. Indeed, PA-Star uses
twoprimary lists of nodes, calledOpenList andClosedList, to explore
the search with a best-first strategy. OpenList (resp. ClosedList) is
used to store the nodes to be (resp. already) analyzed. The disk-
assisted strategy consists in saving the nodes of ClosedList to the
disk when the RAM is being saturated. The PA-Star algorithm has
been experimented on multi-core systems using the BALiBASE
reference set. The reported results demonstrate the efficiency of
the proposed mechanisms and its superiority over the PFA∗

−DDD
state-of-the-art algorithm.

The paper [3] is focused on parallel software framework for
solving large problems on multi-core systems. The author pro-
poses an extension, called IBobpp, of the Bobpp framework. Bobpp
supports the node-based parallel model which is widely used for
parallel tree search. In this model, a global shared pool is used to
store the nodes generated by the parallel exploration process. The
tree nodes are distributed to threads according to thework stealing
paradigm. The shared pool becomes a bottleneck when it comes to
solve large problem instances limiting thereby the scalability of the
framework. To deal with this issue the author proposes in IBobpp
another approach usingmultiple pools. In addition, he proposes an

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpdc.2017.11.011
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implementation of the tree-based coarse-grained parallel model.
In this model, each thread explores locally and serially a sub-tree
limiting the amount ofmemory accesses to the shared pool. Exten-
sive experiments reported in the paper show that the combination
of the node-based and tree-based parallel models together with
the use of multiple pools allows to improve the performance and
scalability of the framework.

The work presented in [2] deals with the parallelization of
metaheuristics, which are near-optimal algorithms. More exactly,
the focus is put on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) meta-
heuristic for solving multi-objective optimization problems on
multi-core systems. The authors propose a parallel variant of the
SMPSO, which stands for Speed-constrained Multi-objective PSO,
algorithm. The new algorithm called CCSMPSO, which stands for
Cooperative Co-evolutionary SMPSO, is based on the cooperative
co-evolution paradigm. This later consists in breaking down the
population of the algorithm into multiple sub-populations that
evolve specific parts of the global solution by cooperating during
the evolution. Extensive experiments have shown that CCSMPSO
outperforms the CC versions of state-of-the-art multi-objective
metaheuristics, namely NSGA-II, SPEA2 andMOCell as well as their
serial counterparts. In addition, the reported results highlight that
CCSMPSO scales better when increasing the size of the problem
(number of decision variables) as well as the number of processing
cores. In particular, the algorithm improves the quality of obtained
Pareto fronts (solutions) while the others decrease it.

In the four previous papers, fast execution is targeted but not
energy efficiency. In [4], the focus is put on this later criterion
within the context of heterogeneous data centers. More exactly,
the authors propose a new detailed model of a data center con-
sidering the power consumption, the performance of the com-
pute nodes and cooling system, thermal constraints, DVFS and co-
location interference. This later is crucial in modern data centers
including massively multi-core compute nodes. Co-located tasks
run on the processing cores within the same processor leading
to co-location interference effect because of the use of shared
memory and last-level cache. In addition, the authors propose,
experiment and rigorously analyze three resource management
techniques: a greedy heuristic, a genetic algorithm combined with

a local search and a revisited non-linear programming approach.
Co-location is considered together with power and thermal con-
straints.

Finally, we warmly thank all the authors for their high quality
contributions. We hope that this volume will be of timely value to
the readers.
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EDITORIAL

Multi and many-core computing for parallel metaheuristics

1. INTRODUCTION

Plenty of hard problems in a wide range of application areas, including engineering design,
telecommunications, logistics, security, and so on, are modelled as combinatorial optimization
problems (COPs).‡ The resolution methods of COPs fall into two categories: exact methods and
near-optimal (or heuristic) methods. Exact methods such as Branch-and-Bound algorithms allow
one to solve COPs to optimality, but they are CPU-time intensive for large COPs. Conversely,
heuristics provide faster near-optimal solutions. These methods can be either problem-specific or
generic (metaheuristics), focus of this special issue. One can distinguish two classes of metaheuris-
tics: single-solution metaheuristics or S-metaheuristics (e.g. Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search
Procedure (GRASP)[1]) and population-based metaheuristics or P-metaheuristics (e.g. Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) [2, 3]), Bee Swarm Optimization algorithms (BSO) [4] and Immunodominance
Clone Selection Algorithms (ICSA) [5]). In the first category, an algorithm consists in iteratively
improving a single solution by exploring its neighborhood (according to a given criterion). Meta-
heuristics of the second category perform a reproduction process by applying stochastic operators
on a population of solutions until convergence (defined using a given criterion).

Nowadays, COPs become increasingly large and complex, forcing the use of parallel computing
for their efficient and effective resolution. Within the context of metaheuristics, one or more objec-
tive(s) among the following may be targeted: (1) reducing the exploration time of the search space
of the tackled COPs when time is critical (e.g. real-time prediction[2]); (2) improving the quality
of the generated solutions by delaying the convergence of the exploration process[3]; (3) improving
the robustness of the solutions regarding their sensitivity to the problem parameters [1]; (4) solving
large COPs in terms of the amount of problem data to be handled (e.g. big data) or exploration time
[6]. On the other hand, parallel computing has recently undergone a significant evolution in terms
of performance and energy consumption with the emergence of multi-core and many-core comput-
ing technologies (GPU, MIC, and so on). Indeed, accelerators and coprocessors have powered many
parallel and/or distributed environments including high-performance workstations, hybrid clusters
among them the top ranked Top500 [7] and Green500 [8] ones, and computational grids and clouds.
The design and implementation of parallel metaheuristics for the above environments raise several
issues related in the same time to the characteristics of these hardware execution platforms and those
of the parallel models of metaheuristics (see next section).

This special issue seeks to provide an opportunity for the researchers to present their original
contributions on the joint use of advanced metaheuristics and parallel and/or distributed multi/many-
core computing, and related issues. The rest of this editorial is organized as follows. In Subsec-
tion 2.1, the major parallel models/templates of metaheuristics are presented. In Subsections 2.2
and 2.3, it is shown how these parallel models are revisited on respectively parallel/distributed
multi-core platforms and many-core platforms (accelerators and coprocessors). In Section 5, some
concluding remarks and perspectives are drawn.

‡A COP consists in optimizing (minimizing or maximizing) a cost (score or fitness) function under some constraints.

Copyright © 2017 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 1 of 5
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2. MULTI- AND MANY-CORE METAHEURISTICS

2.1. Parallel models/patterns of metaheuristics

Three major parallel models can be used separately or combined in a hierarchical way: algorithmic-
level model, iteration-level model or solution-level model [9]. The first model consists in deploying
and executing in parallel several metaheuristics, in a non-cooperative (multi-start) way or cooper-
ative (island model-based) way, with the objective to improve the robustness and effectiveness of
the exploration. In the island cooperative model, different metaheuristics exchange some of their
solutions during exploration according to a migration protocol. This later has different parameters
impacting performance [10]: migration topology (random, cyclic, and so on), migration frequency
(fixed number of iterations, quality improvement, and so on), number of islands, selection policy of
migrants, and integration strategy of immigrants (blind and intelligent). The implementation of the
migration protocol depends strongly on the target hardware platform [10–12]. The iteration-level
model consists in (generating) and evaluating the neighborhood (respectively population) in paral-
lel at each iteration of the S-metaheuristic (respectively P-metaheuristic). This model is a low-level
Master-Worker model that does not alter the behavior of the metaheuristic but allows one to speed
up the evaluation process which represents more than 90% of the execution time of a metaheuristic.
During the exploration, each worker receives from the master a set of solutions. These solutions are
evaluated and returned back to the master. A challenge of this model is to determine the best gran-
ularity, that is, the number of solutions to be allocated to each worker according to the hardware
characteristics of the target machine. Another challenge of this model is to deal with load balancing
because the evaluation of the cost function may be irregular or the hardware configuration is hetero-
geneous. The third model is based on the parallel evaluation of the cost function. Unlike the two first
models, the solution-level model is problem-dependent which is exploited when the cost function is
CPU-time intensive and can be parallelized. It is often combined with the two other parallel models.

2.2. Parallel multi-core metaheuristics

As quoted above, the algorithmic-level parallel model may be cooperative or not. In its non-
cooperative (multi-start) form, the model is embarrassingly parallel. In [1], this model is used for
the parallelization of GRASP-based hyper-heuristic. The effectiveness of the GRASP metaheuristic
depends on three configuration parameters: a cost function, a probabilistic parameter of greedi-
ness and a neighborhood structure. The objective of the GRASP hyper-heuristic is to generate a
set of configurations (generation phase), select the best of them (learning phase) and use this later
to solve the problem at hand (resolution phase). The two last phases have been parallelized using
the multi-start model and implemented using OpenMP on a multi-core processor. In each phase,
each thread executes a one-iteration GRASP with a different parameter configuration. The paral-
lel approach has been experimented on the flow-shop scheduling problem, and good results are
reported. On the other hand, in its cooperative (island) form, the model is harder to implement
because it requires a migration protocol whose efficient implementation depends on the characteris-
tics of the target hardware platform (network/memory latency, processing core frequency, execution
model, availability of resources, and so on). For instance, a random topology [11] should be pre-
ferred to a connected (ring, mesh, and so on), and asynchronous migration protocol is more suited
in a volatile environment such as a computational grid. In [3], the island model for evolutionary
algorithms has been investigated on different platforms: multi-core workstation, cluster, grid and
GPU. The reported results confirm that the parameters of the migration protocol have a critical
impact on performance, and their calibration is different from one hardware platform to another.
Fixing those parameters manually is therefore a great burden for the programmers. This is why
the authors made a good effort to propose a guideline to the users that allows them to choose the
execution platform according to the parameters of the migration protocol. As mentioned in the
paper, the parameter thresholds should be considered carefully according to the advances of the
hardware technologies.
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The iteration-level model, as quoted above, is often implemented using the Master-Worker par-
allel template. A critical parameter of this model is the grain size of the application which is the
number of candidate solutions assigned by the master to each worker at each iteration of the meta-
heuristic. The candidate solutions are individuals of the population for a P-metaheuristic and the
neighboring solutions for an S-metaheuristic. As stated in [3], the grain size depends on the cost
(execution time) of the fitness function. The model is investigated in the paper, and a guideline is
also proposed to help the user in choosing the execution platform according to the granularity and
other parameters related to the target machine. Another major issue of the iteration-level model
investigated in [2] is the dynamic load balancing. This issue arises when the fitness function is irreg-
ular. This is very often the case for industrial applications in which the fitness function is a simulator
as it is the case in [2]. In this paper, the iteration-level model is used to speed up the execution of a
genetic algorithm applied to real-time forest fire propagation prediction. To deal with the irregular
nature of the fitness function, the execution time of the simulator is estimated using some learning
process. This later is a data mining process from historical data based on decision trees. The fitness
functions are ranked according to the estimations, and the most CPU time-consuming are executed
in parallel multi-core way. Therefore, the implementation of the iteration-level model is hybrid com-
bining MPI and OpenMP. MPI-OpenMP is used for CPU-time intensive fitness evaluations. The
parallel approach has been tested using real scenarii, and good results are reported.

2.3. Parallel many-core metaheuristics

Accelerators and coprocessors are key-building blocks in modern supercomputers according to
Top500 [7]. They are more efficient than multi-core processors in terms of computation throughput,
memory bandwidth and energy consumption. However, they come at a price in terms of software
programming. In the context of combinatorial optimization, among other algorithms, the parallel
models of metaheuristics need to be revisited for those high-performance computing resources [13].
In [3], the island model is investigated for the implementation of parallel evolutionary algorithms on
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Two major issues are addressed: the optimization of data trans-
fer between CPU and GPU and memory access latency. To do that, the authors have reused the idea
proposed in [12] which consists in performing the exploration process on GPU and using the shared
memory for the migration process. Some recommendations are proposed to achieve good speed-ups
on GPU. One issue penalizing performance that is pointed out is the high divergence that can be
exhibited by the fitness function. Thread or branch divergence occurs when the kernels executed by
the threads follow different paths/branches (e.g. conditional instruction) using the SIMD execution
model. This problem-dependent challenging issue is addressed in the paper [4] of this special issue.
In this paper, the authors investigate the problem for a Bee Swarm metaheuristic applied to associa-
tion rule mining on GPU using the iteration-level model. This problem consists in discovering in a
database association rules between attributes that have high statistical measures (support and confi-
dence). These measures are obtained by scanning the transactions of the whole data base. The source
of thread divergence is mainly the irregular size of the transactions scanned by the threads and the
items contained in the rules. The authors propose three thread/branch divergence strategies based
on database reorganization allowing to reduce the amount of thread divergence operations by about
one order of magnitude. Finally, in papers [3, 4], Cuda is used for the GPU-accelerated implemen-
tation. Therefore, the portability of the code is limited to Nvidia GPUs. The portability of the code,
which is highly important in parallel computing, is the focus of the paper [5]. An OpenCL-based
implementation is proposed for the parallel (iteration-level) evaluation of the fitness function of the
ICSA algorithm applied to feature selection. This later consists in selecting a sub-set among a set of
features having a high interest according to some metric. The fitness (affinity) function consists in
computing an Euclidean distance between samples and applying a nearest-neighbor method. Differ-
ent implementations have been proposed on different hardware architectures including a multi-core
processing node, Nvidia GPU, AMD GPU and an Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. They are experi-
mented on different datasets and then compared. For the considered application, Intel Xeon Phi
provides better results.
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

This special issue addresses growing research issues related to mutli- and many-core metaheuristics
which are challenging on the road to the exascale era. The presented papers revisit the design and
implementation of parallel metaheuristics on multi- and many-core platforms dealing with major
issues such as dynamic load balancing, thread/branch divergence, optimization of data placement
using shared memory, processor-coprocessor data transfer optimization, .and so on. The contribu-
tions of the papers are highly useful obviously in the context of parallel metaheuritics but not only
as the proposed approaches could be reused in many other research areas where parallel comput-
ing is increasingly required. On the other hand, as parallel computing is a wide area, this special
issue is far from covering all the related issues. However, the presented papers open interesting per-
spectives to some of these non-covered issues such as the combination of multi-core and many-core
computing, the extension of the hybridization to other specific resources like ARM processors and
FPGA, enhancing the reusability of the contributions through software platforms such as ParadisEO-
MO-GPU [14], and so on. For instance, the guidelines proposed in [3] is a first step towards such
software framework.
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